Fifth Angel CDs / LPs Heir Apparent LPs, Panther LPs, Ashbury LPs, Ironflame EURO Pressing + CD and
the Rerelease of the Debut and our forthcoming Underground Power Records Vinyl Releases will arrive
at the end of October (Fifth Angel / HA / Panther) or in the middle of November (Screamer, Karrier, Rat
Attack, Sinister Angel)
BRANDNEW Underground Power Records Releases – VINYL:
THUNDERSLAVE - Same (NEW*100 YELLOW VINYL*MEX SPEED/POWER METAL*RIOT*SATAN*L.LORD) – 18 €
Underground Power Records / 2018 - Limited to 100 copies in Yellow Vinyl + Insert, Hand Numbered + 2 BONUS Tracks
Following the success of the sold out cassette version released on Hoove Child Records, the LP version includes 2 new songs and all the
audio has been remastered and sounds better and more powerful!
Great US-style Power/Speed Metal from Monterrey, Mexico!
For Fans of Riot, Jag Panzer, Liege Lord, Satan
THUNDERSLAVE - Same (NEW*200 BLACK VINYL*MEX SPEED/POWER METAL*RIOT*SATAN*L.LORD) – 16 €
Underground Power Records / 2018 - Limited to 200 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert, Hand Numbered + 2 BONUS Tracks
Following the success of the sold out cassette version released on Hoove Child Records, the LP version includes 2 new songs and all the
audio has been remastered and sounds better and more powerful!
Great US-style Power/Speed Metal from Monterrey, Mexico!
For Fans of Riot, Jag Panzer, Liege Lord, Satan
M.A.S.A.C.R.E - Sin Piedad (NEW*LIM.300 RED VINYL*'91 METAL PERU*CRIMSON GLORY) – 18 €
Underground Power Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 300 Hand numbered Copies in RED Vinyl + Insert! This is the 2nd and final Press !
Fantastic US-Metal style / classic Heavy Metal from Peru - now for the 2nd time ever on VINYL !
Crimson Glory meets early Iron Maiden - one of the TOP 3 albums ever from South America ! High pitched melodic Vocals and unbelievable
guitar riffs with awesome double leads - this is the Holy Grail of traditional Metal from South America !
M.A.S.A.C.R.E means "Metal Avanzando Siempre Ante Cualquier Rechazo Existente" - the album was originally released 1991 on tape only
(Backline Records) and in a limited and already sold out Edition on CD in 2015 (Inti Records). Now this is your chance to own a fantastic
piece of metal - be sure these will be gone very fast again !

CDs
A DYING PLANET - Facing the Incurable (NEW*US PROG METAL*CYNTHESIS*F.WARNING*ZERO HOUR) – 14 €
US Private Press 2018 - US Direct Import - EX-Zero Hour - fantastic US Prog Metal - Album of the year in this Genre ! Digipak Edition!
For Fans of RUSH, REDEMPTION, ENCHANT, SUBSIGNAL, FATES WARNING and CYNTHESIS
Lineup:
Troy Tipton – Vocals
Jasun Tipton – Guitar
Marco Biacca – Drums
Brian Hart – Bass
AGAINST EVIL - All Hail the King (NEW*INDIA HEAVY METAL*RIOT*PRIEST*CAULDRON + 6 BONUS) – 14 €
DocGator Records 2018 - Digipak Edition + 6 Bonus Tracks ! The best traditional 80's sounding Heavy Metal Band form INDIA !
The band plays a mixture of traditional heavy metal, with lots of elements from the US epic/power metal scene of the 80s.
For Fans of Iron Maiden (DiAnno-Era), Cauldron, Judas Priest, MANOWAR, OMEN, RIOT, TWISTED SISTER
ANCIENT EMPIRE - Eternal Soldier (NEW*4th ALBUM*US POWER METAL*HELLHOUND*JAG PANZER) – 14 €
Stormspell Records 2018 - Brandnew US Import ! The 4th saga from the ongoing struggle between humanity and the ancient alien invaders.
Awesome Live Show at the Headbangers Open Air 2018 ! EX - Hellhound Members !
Classic US Power Metal for fans of ICED EARTH, JAG PANZER, OMEN, ARMORED SAINT, BLINF GUARDIAN
ANCIENT EMPIRE - When Empires Fall (NEW*RERELEASE + BONUS TR.*US METAL*ICED EARTH*J.PANZER) – 14 €
Stormspell Records 2014/2018 - Debut Album from these US Metal Killer - heirs of Iced Earth the old way ! Rerelease of the sold out First
Edition - now + 1 Bonus Track !
US heavy metal from Bay Area, paying homage to classic metal masters such as SAVATAGE, JAG PANZER, OMEN, ARMORED SAINT, ICED
EARTH
AGGRESSOR - By Any Means Necessary (NEW*LIM.500 RERELEASE*US METAL*H.RAGE*JAG PANZER) – 14 €
Skol Records 2018 - Brandnew limited official Rerelease of this US Metal Classic for fans of Omen, S.A. Slayer, Watchtower, early Overkill*
Heathen's Rage, Jag Panzer
The Original CD has prices far over 100 USD - forget the lousy Bootleg !
This is The holy grail of US Metal, first official reissue since 1992 - Limited edition CD (500 copies only) with tons of rare photos, lyrics, liner
notes + Original high quality sound with dynamic mastering
ARTIZAN - Demon Rider (NEW*LIM.ED.DCD*US METAL KILLER*JAG PANZER*C.GLORY) – 16 €
Pure Steel Records 2018 – Limited Edition DCD

For Fans of Crimson Glory, Fates Warning, Queensryche, Leviathan, Iced Earth, Iron Maiden, Lethal
US-Metal, 2018 Album, 2 CD, with 3 Bonustracks, different Cover
ASHBURY - Eye of the Stygian Witches (NEW*SLIPCASE ED.*US HARD ROCK*WISHBONE ASH*LEGEND) – 14 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Brandnew slipcase Edition with silver ink - awesome Comeback Album ! After their over the top Show at the
Harder than Steel Festival, which was maybe one of their last live performances ever, the Davis Brothers are back !
Classic early 80s hard rock from Arizona! A real gem for fans of classic hard rock and even 70s metal heads into such obscurities as Legend
(From the Fjords), Jethro Tull, Wishbone Ash or The Outlaws, early Molly Hatchet, Blackfoot.
Hypnotic vocal hooks in the vein of a young Ian Anderson(Jethro Tull) and a mystical atmosphere mixing acoustic and electric guitars lures
you right into this group's unique hard rock sound. It's amazing how such talent can slip right under the radar. Fantastic guitar work –
outstanding !
ATTACKER - Armor of the Gods (NEW*US POWER METAL EP*LIEGE LORD*HELSTAR) – 10 €
Metal on Metal Records 2018 - US Power/Heavy Metal from USA
While already writing songs for their 7th full-length, the US metal veterans from New Jersey decided to first offer their fans an EP featuring
4 brand new studio and 2 live tracks. The live ones are from their amazing show at the Up the Hammers festival in Athens in 2017 and show
perfectly that ATTACKER are a force to be reckoned with live as well. The studio tracks are their typical US power/heavy metal sonic attacks
with masterful guitar work, pounding drums, pummeling bass and air raid siren style vocals of the one and only Bobby "Leather Lungs"
Lucas.
All vital ingredients for a classic metal release are on board here, as it's always the case with the Lords of Thunder. The legendary producer
and engineer Alex Perialas helped to make sure the songs sound top notch. So grab this EP clocking in at 35 minutes while waiting for their
next full-length attack!
Do it especially if you claim to be a US Metal fanatic and if bands like HELSTAR, LIEGE LORD, DESTINY'S END, VICIOUS RUMORS, SEVEN
WITCHES, OVERLORDE, JAG PANZER (and obviously IRON MAIDEN) make your heart pump faster!
AXE STEELER - On The Run (NEW*COL. HEAVY/SPEED METAL*SATAN*I.MAIDEN*HIGH TENSION) – 13 €
Iron Shield Records 2018 - Heavy Metal from Colombia, 2018 Album
The band is simply tearing a page from the NWoBHM playbook and offering classic heavy speed metal. You'll note the basic elements: twin
guitars for harmony and leads, a rapid and roaring rhythm section for speed and groove, and clean vocals
For Fans of Iron Maiden, Satan, Judas Priest, High Tension, VETO, Air Raid
AXTION - Look Out For The Night (NEW*LIM.500*US METAL*SWORD*SHOK PARIS*D.THORNE) – 14 €
Lost Realm Records 2018 - Brandnew US Metal Rerelease incl. unreleased Bonus Tracks - limited to 500 copies !
For Fans of Sword, Damien Thorne, Malice, Shok Paris, Attaxe, early Maiden, Priest, Riot (Fire Down Under)
AXTION from Pittsburg, Pennsylvania to commemorate this mark! This band needs no special introduction... Their debut album 'LOOK OUT
FOR THE NIGHT', originally released in 1985, is one of the best examples of pure hard-rocking U.S. Metal, with heavy riffing being present in
every song, without compromising a remarkable line of choruses.
Since last October, we have been working directly with AXTION's mastermind Darren Lazzari, and we are proud to say that we have
collected an awesome quantity of AXTION's material, in order to offer you the best 'LOOK OUT FOR THE NIGHT' CD release, EVER! This
reissue will include unreleased recordings, in a total of 11 songs of pure guitar frenzy, with a new remastered sound (using analog sources),
carried by Bart Gabriel (CIRITH UNGOL, PAGAN ALTAR, SORTILEGE).
Includes a 16-page booklet with songs lyrics, never seen before photos and band biography, by the pen of Darren Lazzari himself. Limited to
500 copies!
AXTION - Live CD + DVD (NEW*LIM.300*US METAL*SWORD*SHOK PARIS*D.THORNE) – 17 €
Lost Realm Records 2018 - Brandnew US Metal Rerelease incl. 90 Min. Bonus Live DVD incl. never seen before official video clips - limited to
300 copies !
In 1986 the AXTION 'Live' EP is released, through the French label Dream Records (St. Elmos Fire, Nightmare, ESP). It was the band's last
release before its demise. Truth most be told: this release never had the proper treatment the band desired. The cover artwork had nothing
to do with the AXTION feel, there were several songs missing, and the audience we can actually hear on those tracks were dubbed, not
from an actual AXTION crowd, but from another band... Well, now we had the proper time to work on this live release, as AXTION truly
deserves! We have the pleasure to bring you the full live bootleg recording, in a total of 13 remastered tracks, presenting the original cover
concept, together with a DVD comprising more than 90 minutes of live footage, including the AXTION's first show at Graffiti (Pittsburgh),
plus never seen before official video clips. A must-have for any AXTION fan! Comes with a 8-page booklet with rare photos, interview,
biography and liner notes, by the hand of AXTION's mastermind Darren Lazzari! Hurry up, because it's limited only to 300 NUMBERED
COPIES!
BANSHEE - Mindslave (NEW*LIM.300 CD ED.*US METAL*GEORGE CALL/ASKA*V.RUMORS*M.CHURCH) – 14 €
No Life 'til Metal Records 2018 - US Direct Import - Limited 300 Copies CD Edition - there will be a one-time run of a limited edition CD
version featuring a beautiful 8 panel booklet in a jewel case edition, there will be 300 pieces only.
Fantastic US Power Metal with George Call (Aska, EX-Omen) on vocals with his best performance ever - powerful and also high pitched
Screams ! Killer Riffs + great melodies + a powerful Production !
For Fans of old Vicious Rumors, Liege Lord, Metal Church, Malice, Wretch, Shok Paris, Steel Assassin
Banshee are a legendary US Power Metal band formed by guitarist Terry Dunn, who remains the main man behind the band to this day. The
band was formed in 1986 and only a few months after they released their "Cry In the Night" EP, which was picked up by Metal Blade
Records in 1988 for release. They also included the song "We Want You" on the Metal Massacre 9 compilation.
By the end of '88 the band's popularity had become such that they gained the attention of Atlantic Records. "Race Against Time" was
released on Atlantic Records in 1988. Unfortunately the band was lumped in with the hair metal bands at the time, despite the fact that
they had a much tougher, heavy metal sound. It wasn't until 1992 that we were given new music from the band. They released their
independent album "Take 'Em By Storm", with the band parting ways shortly after.

The band got back together for reunion shows in 1999, 2000 and again in 2008. It wasn't until 2012 that the band released their fourth
studio album Mindslave on Snowblind Records. The album featured vocalist George Call (ASKA, Violent Storm, Omen), original bassist
Chuck Hopkins, and drummer Marty Schiermann. The album was a return to the heavier sound of "Cry in the Night." In fact, guitarist and
songwriter Terry Dunn said that "Mindslave is the album that should have followed "Cry in the Night". In fact, it's much heavier than "Cry In
the Night". According to Scott Waters own NoLifeTilMetal review, "The music fits squarely into the US power metal camp while retaining all
the melody and hooks that Banshee have always been known for. The sound is a bit tougher, there may be a bit more groove and the lyrics
are a little darker than their past albums, but overall Banshee still fits in that classic American power metal pocket...The sound is built
around heavy, over-driven guitars, pounding drums, thunderous bass, screaming vocals and, of course, wicked guitar solos. George Call is a
fantastic vocalist and really gives this album a ton of charisma. Comparisons to Tony Martin (Black Sabbath) and Ronnie James Dio would
not be far off.
Terry Dunn had this to say, "Mindslave is a body of musical and lyrical work written between 2007 and 2012. The songs were influenced by
life events I experienced and people in my life. I felt I needed to create an album that was the continuum of our EP, “Cry In The Night”. I
always wanted Banshee to be heavier with more interesting lyrics and I achieved that with “Mindslave”, This would be my first attempt at
writing lyrics for an album. I collaborated with George Call the singer on the record who did a amazing job. The songs are a bit darker but
mesh well with the subject matter and lyrics. I feel that this is Banshee’s best work to date..."
BATTLERAGE - Dreams in Darkness (NEW*HEAVY METAL CHILE*METAL CHURCH*SACRED STEEL) – 13 €
Metal on Metal Records 2018 - Brandnew album with classic Heavy Metal from Chile
It's been 7 long years since the last album of these Chilean heavy metal warriors, but finally the follow-up to their 3rd full-length is here and
it's their most varied one to date. BATTLERAGE have been always struggling with line-up problems, but one constant remains: the original
vocalist, Fox-Lin Torres, who now became the main songwriter. His unmistakable gruff voice, with a tons of passion and rough energy, along
with the hard hitting old school heavy metal with the most impressive guitar work, will have many metal hearts pumping faster for sure!
As uncompromising as before, but with new facets to their songwriting, standing with one foot firmly planted in US Metal (CIRITH UNGOL,
METAL CHURCH, OMEN...) and one in European metal, especially the Teutonic metal of the '80s (GRAVE DIGGER, TYRANT, PARAGON,
SACRED STEEL...), they are once again fighting for a true metal victory, though the style is better described now as just plain heavy metal.
They've exchanged the axe for the sword, no less deadly but oh so much more versatile.
From speed metal bullets to mid-tempo fist-raisers, the album packs everything you can expect from BATTLERAGE, but often with a new
and unexpected twist to it. Reinventing themselves while remaining themselves, this is surely their strongest and most original album so
far.
BLACK ALICE - Endangered Species (NEW*LIM.666*HMC # 45*PRE BLACK STEEL*AUS HM) – 14 €
Pure Steel Records 2018 / Karthago Records - Brandnew HMC # 45 - Heavy Metal from Australia, 2018 Rerelease, with 3 Bonustracks, lim. to
666 copies, handnumbered, certificate, gray tray
Originally Released 1983 on Street tunes ! PRE - Black Steel ! For Fans of Judas Priest and Accept
BLACKSMITH - Gipsy Queen - The Early Years 83-86 (NEW*SWE 80's METAL/NWOBHM*LIM.500) – 14 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Brandnew lim. 500 SWE 80's Metal / NWOBHM incl. unreleased Bonus Tracks !
Way back in the early ‘80s there was a band in Sweden, called BLACKSMITH. Influenced and inspired by bands like Rainbow and the New
Wave of British Heavy Metal, after few years of hard rehearsals they got the chance to record the “Gipsy Queen” EP that was released in
1985.
Blacksmith built a strong fan-base and the following 7” single “Tomorrow’s Mystery” of 1986, including also the ballad “The King Has Lost
His Crown”, even reached the charts in Japan and along with “Gipsy Queen” are two releases with huge demand from fans of Hard Rock
and Heavy Metal.
There are few unreleased songs from rehearsals and even if the quality is not good, it’s time to release a full CD from those Blacksmith early
years.
BLACK VIPER - Hellions of Fire (NEW*SPEED METAL*SAVAGE GRACE*A.STEEL*CRIMSON GLORY) – 14 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Brandnew rampaging speed metal attack from Norway following in the footsteps of Omen, White Hornet, Agent
Steel, Liege Lord!
For Fans of Agent Steel, Heathen, Omen, Crimson Glory, Savage Grace
Black Viper is a new metal outfit hailing from Oslo in Norway. The band started out as a solo project in late 2012/early 2013 when drummer
Cato began to write some songs inspired by traditional heavy metal and speed metal that did not suit his other band Deathhammer.
“The album is pretty much a mix between heavy metal and speed metal (fast heavy metal anyway)”, continues the drummer. “The new
material will be a bit different though, as some tracks off the album are already very old. Our new stuff which we haven’t started
rehearsing yet is much more powerful and more classic US metal than speed metal (maybe a bit like Crimson Glory, Queensrÿche, Fates
Warning (I wish ...). If anything, then »Hellions Of Fire« sounds a bit like the first Savage Grace album.”
According to Cato, Black Viper are big US metal fans: “Yeah totally, at least Agent Steel. The US metal bands just sounded so larger than life
and so over the top metal it hurts. Of course, without Priest and Maiden it would not have happened, but yes, we are very inspired by the
massive power and supremacy of the US metal gods. The first Heathen album is a total ripper! Merciless E-string attack which even Hetfield
in the glory days would approve of.”
Although coming from Oslo, Black Viper do not feel inspired by the metal heritage of Norway: “Ha ha, absolutely not. I mean, we got some
Norwegian bands which dabbled with speed metal in the 1980s, like Witchhammer and Anesthesia for example, but they just sound
inspired by the same things we’re probably inspired by, like Helloween and Iron Maiden
BRIDE – Snake Eyes (NEW*LIM. CD EDITION*US WHITE METAL*GUARDIAN*STRYPER) – 14 €
Retroactive Records 2018 – Limited Edition CD 12 Page booklet with lyrics – US White Metal !
A new Harry Potter book, the next Star Wars movie, or even one’s first kiss from that someone special can evoke epic proportions of
anticipation. But NONE of those compare to how much Bride fans have anticipated a full-on, legitimate, straight out, unadulterated, noholds-barred return to the Snakes in the Playground (1992) era Bride sound. Let’s be clear that Bride is without dispute THE most prolific
Christian metal band ever.

Bride has no less than 24 full length releases under their belts, and every single one drips with passion, relevance, and musical perfection.
No one has done it better for longer without quitting. No one. Long-time label partners, Retroactive Records are thrilled to unveil the epic
return that fans have longed for and anticipated for 26 years - a new album that fully embraces the iconic Snakes.... era with massive hooks,
relentless metal riffs, over-the-top vocals, and cutting edge lyrics. Welcome to the Jungle....with Snake Eyes (2018) the new Bride release
that spews venom, and has all the bite fans can take. Brothers Dale and Troy Thompson have created another tour de force metal album
that once again raises the bar, and satisfies the most demanding ear candy quotient. Snake Eyes offers nothing less than a fistful of
ferocious rock anthems that will be clogging your brainwaves in the days ahead. File this one as one of greatest hard-rock records of its
time. Yes, it’s that good! Honestly, no one played metal better in 1992 when Snakes in the Playground released, and with Snake Eyes the
band brings that same swagger.
For fans of Gun N’ Roses, Skid Row, and Guardian, Stryper, White Cross
BRIMSTONE COVEN - What Was and What Shall Be (NEW*LIM. CD 300*US OCCULT DOOM ROCK) – 14 €
US Private Press 2018 – US Direct Import !
Fantastic Occult 70’s Heavy/Doom Rock/Metal with hypnotic Riffs + great melodies with Andrew D'Cagna (Ironflame Mastermind) on bass +
vocals !
•
Full color 8 page booklet with lyrics and more!
•
Features 2 unreleased bonus tracks exclusive to the CD!
•
Limited to 300 copies worldwide!
LED ZEPPELIN, PENTAGRAM, ORCHID and BLACK SABBATH
Corey Roth - Guitar & Vocals
Andrew D'Cagna - Bass & Vocals (IRONFLAME – Mastermind)
Dave Trik – Drums
CARBIDE – Lost Land (NEW*LIM.500*US POWER/THRASH METAL*TYRANTS REIGN*OVERKILL) – 14 €
Arkeyn Steel Records - 2018 - Brandnew US METAL - Lim. 500 Handnumbered CDs
For Fans of ICED EARTH, OVERKILL, TYRANT’S REIGN & ANVIL BITCH
Carbide was formed in Detroit, Michigan on the city’s east side in 1981. J.D. Von Doring is an original member with Neeko joining him
shortly after. Later in 1990 Mark Gastmeier joined the band. The band up to that time had 2 guitarists. Through years of many members’
changes the band was most stable as a three piece. So they remained. This really strong band delivered US Power/Thrash Metal serving the
powerful sound and helping to plant the seeds of thrash!
In 1994 Carbide hit the studio to record the ‘Spiral Termination’ CD. This private release produced to only 1000 copies on CD. Between
recording sessions of ‘Spiral Termination’ Carbide continued writing songs and started another recording project named the “Crazy Eights”
(4 songs), being recorded on 8-tracks in a basement. There was a cassette sampler released prior to ‘Spiral Termination’ which included 2
songs from each recording project. Rest two songs from “Crazy Eights” never were released!
Arkeyn Steel Records signs a deal with Carbide to reissue “Spiral Termination” + bonus the 4 songs of “Crazy Eights” demo. This great
reissue comes in 12-page glossy booklet with lyrics, bio and full of unreleased pics, cover with original artwork and remastered from DAT
tapes!
Carbide can combine US Power metal and speed/thrash metal genres in their music. Strong vocals, catchy songs, melodic-razor riffs and fast
tempos mixed in with their technical musical style!
Do not miss your chance to blow your mind with this obscure US Power/Thrash!!
CARRIAGE - Visions (NEW*US OCCULT METAL*MERCYFUL FATE*ATTIC*EX-POSSESSOR) – 14 €
Stormspell Records 2018 - Brandnew US Import ! US Occult Metal
Occult Gypsy Heavy Metal Darkness for fans of Mercyful Fate, King Diamond, Judas Priest, Savatage, Grim Reaper, Exciter, Attic, Portrait,
Candle
Features ex-Possessor members.
CAULDRON - New Gods (NEW*CAN POWER METAL*STRIKER*A.WITCH*DOKKEN*W.WIZZARD) – 14 €
Dissonance Records 2018- - Digipak Edition
Canadian metallers CAULDRON are set to release their 5th album "New Gods"!!
For Fans of Angel Witch, Dokken, Enforcer, High Spirits, Striker, Spellcaster, Skull Fist, and White Wizzard
For the new album the trio returned to work with producer Chris Stringer at Union Sound in Toronto. The record once again promises a
strong emphasis on songwriting and melody, complete with high-end organic production to match!
Born from the ashes of genre-defining, critically-lauded GOAT HORN, the band known for being heavily influenced by Black Sabbath,
Venom, and Judas Priest called it a day in 2006, and front man Jason Decay wasted no time in putting together CAULDRON to continue with
his heavy metal vision.
CORNERS OF SANCTUARY - The Galloping Hordes (NEW*US METAL*JUDAS PRIEST*ICED EARTH) – 13 €
Killer Metal Records 2018 - Brandnew US Metal Killer from Philedelphia ! Razorsharp Power Metal Riffs with high pitched Vocals ! After 4
EPS and 4 Full Length the Band is back - stronger than ever !
For Fans of Judas Priest, Iced Earth, Cage, Metal Church, Vicious Rumors, Jag Panzer !!
CRIPPLED BLACK PHOENIX - Great Escape - 2CD DIGIBOOK (NEW*LIM.ED. UK DARK ROCK MASTERPIECE) – 18 €
Season of Mist Records 2018 - Limited Collector's edition incl. bouns CD with extra tracks.
Collector's edition in deluxe hardcover mediabook with matt lamination and additional art. Including the 'Great Escape' and a second CD
with bonus tracks. Strictly imited to one pressing only!
With 'Great Escape', UK dark rockers CRIPPLED BLACK PHOENIX take you on their new adventure and let you explore their sonic cosmos
even further, where all its emotions are reflected on to this earth. From the angry “Rain Black”, to the unnerving “Madman” and forgiving
“Nebulas”, CRIPPLED BLACK PHOENIX arise once more.

CRYSTAVOX - The Bottom Line (NEW*LIM.500 CD ED.* US WHITE MELODIC METAL*QUEENSRYCHE*H.SOLDIER) – 14 €
Roxx Records 2018 - LIM. CD Edition - 500 copies + 2 Bonus Tracks !
Fantastic melodic US White Metal with high pitched Vocals and unbelievable great Guitar Work - originally released in 1992 !
For Fans of Queensryche, Sacred Warrior, Holy Soldier, Dokken, Stryper, Helix
CRYSTAVOX - Same (NEW*LIM. 500 CD ED.*US WHITE MELODIC METAL*QUEENSRYCHE*H.SOLDIER) – 14 €
Roxx Records 2018 - Fantastic melodic US White Metal with high pitched Vocals and unbelievable great Guitar Work - LIM. 500 CD edition
incl. 2 Bonus Tracks - originally released in 1990 !
For Fans of Queensryche, Sacred Warrior, Holy Soldier, Dokken, Stryper, Helix
DAMASCUS - Cold Horizon (NEW*NWOBHM CLASSIC+BONUS*TRESPASS*OMEGA) – 13 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Limited CD Edition - 24 page booklet, reissue 2018, green cover
Epic NWOBHM Classic for Fans of Trespass, Praying Mantis, Omega with some of the best Vocals of this era !
With their one and only, self-published 12" EP from 1984 Damascus carved their name into Heavy Metal history. Whereas in a lot of cases
the "importance" of a band gets blown out of all proportion because of the rarity of the vinyl, this is not true regarding N.W.O.B.H.M.
legend Damascus. The four songs on their "Open your Eyes" 12" are just so good musically that it is hard to overlook the sheer quality of
this rather obscure outfit from the Merseyside area. Speaking strictly in musical terms, "Open your Eyes", "Something on my Mind", "Cold
Horizon" and "Midnight Train" are brilliant Heavy Metal songs with a very strong production.
DEFENDER - Rising High (NEW*GER HEAVY METAL*J.PRIEST*I.MAIDEN*ENFORCER) – 11 €
GER Private Press 2018 - Great Newcomer from Germany with fantastic Double Leads and Killer traditional Metal incl. NWOBHM influences
!
For Fans of Judas Priest, Iron Maiden, Enforcer, Striker
DUNGEON WOLF - Slavery Or Steel (NEW*OBSCURE US METAL*BROCAS HELM*GATEKEEPER) – 13 €
Iron Shield Records 2018 - US-Metal, 2018 Album
With Dungeon Wolf we're reaching into the deepest, darkest corners of the American heavy metal underground. The Cleveland based band
is essentially guitarist and vocalist Deryck Heignum.
FOr Fans of MANILLA ROAD, CIRITH UNGOL, LEGENDRY, SEASONS OF THE WOLF, IRONSWORD, GATEKEEPER or ETERNAL CHAMPION
ETHEL THE FROG - Same (NEW*SLIPCASE ED.*NWOBHM CLASSIC) – 14 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Brandnew reissue 2018, slipcase, poster, mastered by Patrick W. Engel at temple of Disharmony
NWOBHM Classic - listed on the »Metal For Muthas« compilation
FALLEN ANGEL - Cast out of Heaven (NEW*US METAL*ICED EARTH*CAGE*HELSTAR) – 13 €
Killer Metal Records 2018 -Brandnew 2nd Album with finest US METAL incl. Cage/Sean Peck like Vocals + Iced Earth guitar Riffs around
former JOEY BELLADONNA (ex-ANTHRAX) guitarist Robb Lotta!
This is fantastic new US Power Metal for Fans of Cage, Iced Earth, Helstar, Judas Priest (Painkiller Era), old Savatage, Iron Maiden !
HAMMER KING - Poseidon Will Carry Us Home (NEW*GER POWER METAL*MANOWAR*R.WILD) – 14 €
Cruz Del Sur 2018 - Crucial third album from German classic power metal outfit Hammer King, Poseidon Will Carry Us Home features a
series of taut, but also mighty songs, including their most adventurous feat to date: The Nautical Trilogy detailing the epic adventures of
The King himself with former ROSS THE BOSS vocalist Patrick Fuchs on vocals
For Fans of Heavy Metal in the tradition of Manowar, Ross the Boss, Iron Maiden, Judas Priest with more than a reference to German
Power Metal like Running Wild, Majesty, Heaven's Gate or Helloween
Simply a brilliant combination of melody and might, all wrapped up in a warm, natural production job by Powerwolfs Charles Greywolf.
Hammer Kings debut album Kingdom of the Hammer King saw the light of day in 2015, with King is Rising following a year after. Both
albums quickly established the German four-piece (featuring vocalist/guitarist Titan Fox V., guitarist Gino Wilde, bassist K.K. Basement and
drummer Dolph Macallan) as a fresh, powerful force in classic power metal circles.
After a fruitful studio session with Powerwolf bassist Charles Greywolf at his own Greywolf Studios, Hammer King has emerged with their
pivotal third album, Poseidon Will Carry Us Home. Featuring 12 songs of pure and bombastic true metal, Poseidon Will Carry Us Home finds
Hammer King honing in on their obvious strengths and expanding their sonic palette at the same time.
The bands trademark gallop and twin guitar interplay is complemented by the smooth, clean vocal delivery of Fox V., who turns in several
spirited chorus choices on Warriors of Angelhill and Where the Hammer Hangs. Traditional cuts like The King Is A Deadly Machine and
Battle Of War? are simply German metal at its fist-pumping best. However, it is the Nautical Trilogy that marks the greatest creative leap
for Hammer King. Featuring the opening title track, At the Mercy of Waves and We Sail Cape Horn, the Nautical Trilogy is where Hammer
Kings penchant for epic songcraft and heroic melodies takes flight, immersing the listener deep into the perilous sea as the band details the
journey of The King. Hammer Kings immense, unyielding faith in The King is rewarded across Poseidon Will Carry Us Home. The formidable
challenge of the third album has been met. Come along to the court of The King and bask in the glow of Hammer Kings greatest triumph to
date. Long live The King!
HAUNT - Burst Into Flames (NEW*LIM.CD ED.*US METAL*NIGHT DEMON*IRONFLAME*ANGEL WITCH) – 14 €
SHADOW KINGDOM RECORDS 2018 - HAUNT's highly anticipated debut Album !
However, as HAUNT, Church goes solo and creates a bewitching brew of classic, turn-of-the-'80s heavy metal, drawing deeply from the
momentous NWOBHM movement.
A lot of great Guitar Harmonies over an classic 80's oldschool feeling and production !
For Fans of Angel Witch, DiAnno's Iron Maiden, Ironflame, Cauldron, Night Demon
HEIR APPARENT - The View From Below (NEW*US MELODIC PROG/POWER METAL COMEBACK*PRE-ORDER) – 14 €

No Remorse Records 2018 - Brandnew melodic US Prog/Power Metal Killer in the vein of One Small Voice with some of the best Guitar
Work and one of the best Voices in Metal - Masterpiece !
Nearly after 30 years, US Prog Metal legend HEIR APPARENT returns with a new album! PRE_ORDER: "The View From Below" is set for
release on October 15th of 2018 !
Seattle, WA's Heir Apparent was founded in 1984 by guitarist Terry Gorle. During 1985, Heir Apparent signed with Black Dragon Records
and completed the first album "Graceful Inheritance" that was released in January of 1986. Up to this day, the debut album of Heir
Apparent is considered as one of the best US metal albums of the 80s.
After highs and lows in the music industry and line-up changes, finally the band was signed by Metal Blade Records and released their
second album "One Small Voice" (1989), one of the best progressive metal albums of all times. Although the future looked bright, tensions
surrounding commitment and finances within the band caused a rift that split the group.
In 2000, Heir Apparent reunited at the Wacken Open Air festival in Germany, and in the next years more shows followed with different lineups for festivals like Keep It True, Metal Assault and Up The Hammers.
The current line-up of Heir Apparent consists of original members Terry Gorle (guitar), Derek Peace (bass), Ray Schwartz (drummer) with
the addition of Op Sakiya (keyboards) and the great new singer Will Shaw. This line-up dominated Up The Hammers (Greece) and Keep It
True (Germany) festivals during 2016 and with this full comeback, the time is right for a new album.
"The View From Below" is produced by Tom Hall and Heir Apparent. Tom Hall has also produced the previous Heir Apparent releases and
he has also worked with Queensrÿche on "Queensrÿche" EP (1983) and "Empire" (1990), among others.
HITTEN - Twist of Fate (NEW*SPA HEAVY METAL*SLIPCASE CD*RIOT*ENFORCER*FIFTH ANGEL) – 13 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Slipcase CD Edition !
Brandnew 3rd full length from of the best bands of the new wave of traditional heavy metal, return with a massive album. Great gig at the
HOA 2018 !
Classic Heavy/Speed Metal from Spain with IRON COURTAIN - member - absolutely Killer 80ies metal with killer Vocals + high pitched
Screams - Iron Maiden meets Steeler - this is a real must have !
Highly recommended for fans of RIOT, ENFORCER, Striker, early-IRON MAIDEN, Twisted Tower Dire, Leatherwolf, Fifth Angel, Crimson
Glory, Shok Paris, Metal Church
HUMUNGUS - Warband (NEW*US THRASH/SPEED METAL*OVERKILL*FORTE*WARGASM) – 13 €
Killer Metal Records 2018 - Finest US Thrash/Speed Metal - after 2 Eps in 2011 + 2012 the Band released their Debut Album in 2015 as a
Digipak CDR ! Now we have an official rerelease of this Masterpiece with a MIX of clean + thrashy Vocals and high pitched Screams !
For Fans of Overkill, Wargasm, Infernal Majesty, Nemesis, Forte
ICE VINLAND - Asgard Steel (NEW*CAN PRIVATE PRESS*EPIC POWER METAL*WARLORD) – 17 €
CAN Private Press 2018 - CAN Direct Import ! - Limited Edition of 500 copies in a beautiful Digipak + 16 page booklet !
Founded in 1997 and only 3 Albums so far - it took 11 years since their last one "Vinland Saga" in 2007 !
Epic/Prog Power Metal at its best !
For Fans of Warlord, Manilla Road, Omen, Majesty (Pre-Dream Theater), Exxplorer, Thunder Rider, Virgin Steele, Iron Maiden
ICE VINLAND - Vinland Saga (NEW*CAN PRIVATE PR.*EPIC POWER METAL*THUNDER RIDER) – 18 €
CAN Private Press 2007 - CAN Direct Import ! - Limited Edition of 500 copies!
Founded in 1997 and this is their 2nd Album from 2007
Epic/Prog Power Metal at its best !
For Fans of Warlord, Manilla Road, Omen, Majesty (Pre-Dream Theater), Exxplorer, Thunder Rider, Virgin Steele, Iron Maiden
IRON HUNTER - Mankind Resistance (NEW*HEAVY/SPEED METAL*WITCHTOWER*IRON MAIDEN*ENFORCER) – 13 €
Fighter Records 2018 - Brandnew Debut Album from these Metal Warriors from Spain - after their Debut 7" - Killing Machine on our Label
Underground Power Records
Classic Heavy / Speed Metal with NWOBHM influences for Fans of Iron Maiden, Judas Priest, Enforcer, Witchfyre, Night Demon, Metal
Church, Iced Earth or Witchtower
JACK STARR'S BURNING STAR - Same (NEW*LIM.500*M. TIRELLI*RIOT*F.ANGEL*C.GLORY) – 14 €
Skol Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 500 copies only !
The ultra rare same titled album from 1989 (aka "The Orange Album").
Feat. Jack Starr (ex-VIRGIN STEELE, DEVIL CHILDE, PHANTOM LORD), and the "classic" BURNING STARR singer Mike Tirelli (ex-RIOT).
Booklet with rare photos and liner notes, original artwork, great sound, and all 13 songs (!!!) from that recording session - original LP
pressing had only 9 songs due to time restrictions of the vinyl!
For fans of: VIRGIN STEELE, FIFTH ANGEL, RIOT, CRIMSON GLORY
JACK STARR'S BURNING STARR - No Turning Back (NEW*LIM.500*US METAL*VIRGIN STEELE*RIOT) – 14 €
Skol Records 2018 - Feat. heavy metal guitar hero Jack Starr (ex-VIRGIN STEELE) and singer Mike Tirelli (HOLY MOTHER, RIOT)
- Great melodic US Power Metal for fans of VIRGIN STEELE, FIFTH ANGEL, RIOT, CRIMSON GLORY, SAVATAGE
- Limited edition CD (500 copies only) with tons of rare photos and new liner notes
- Great sounding CD reissue, mastered from the original source tapes
KHEMMIS – Desolation (NEW*DIGIPAK*US EPIC/DOOM METAL*SOLSTICE) – 14 €
Nuclear Blast Records 2018 - Brandnew 3rd Album from this Epic/Doom Metal Sensation from the USA !
Awesome is the diversity in the style of the band’s music as it can change very quickly from the Maiden/Lizzy style harmonies to a
monolithic doom section and the varied singing styles really provide a superb dynamic.
For Fans of Pallbearer, While Heaven Wept, Iron Maiden meets High on Fire, Solstice, Sorcerer

KOBOLD - Death Parade (NEW*SPEED/THRASH METAL KILLER*EXCITER*OVERKILL*HOLY TERROR) – 14 €
For Fans of Exciter, Nemesis, Holy Terror, Overkill, Exodus
Death Parade is the debut album by the Serbian band Kobold
Recorded from November 2016 to January 2017 in Citadela Sound Production studio in Belgrade It features a no-edit, completely raw,
unique garage power trio sound, resembling a live recording.
The album takes you through fifteen fast paced songs of pure destruction and mayhem, with all band members exchanging vocals and solo
moments. The music is followed by the highly offensive lyrics that express hate for everyone and everything. Like the previous two
releases, the album is released by the band's own label
LAST PHARAOH - The Mantle Of Spiders (NEW*US METAL*OMEN*V.RUMORS*RUTHLESS*C.GLORY) – 13 €
Pure Steel Records 2018 - Brandnew US Power Metal ! Singer Tommy Santangelo has a pretty present voice that is somewhere in the
middle between Rob Halford, Geoff Tate and King Diamond.
For Fans of JUDAS PRIEST, QUEENSRYCHE, OMEN, VICIOUS RUMORS, RUTHLESS, CRIMSON GLORY
LIEGE LORD - Burn to my Touch (NEW*LIM.500*US METAL CLASSIC*HEATHEN'S RAGE) – 15 €
Urubuz Records 2018 - BRA Import ! Under license from Metal Blade. Pressing of 500 copies in sealed jewelcase.
US Metal Classic from 1987 - a real must have for every collection !

LION - Dangerous Attraction (NEW*LIM.500*US MELODIC METAL CLASSIC*DIO*RIOT*STEELER*1987) – 17 €
20th Century Music 2017 - Limited Edition of 500 copies - US Melodic Metal Masterpiece with members of DIO, Riot, Steeler,
Hurricane, Whitesnake, Tytan - originally released in 1987 !
LION’s highly sought after Dangerous Attraction is considered a hard rock masterpiece of the highest order by many fans of
the genre. The album, the band’s first full length, was originally issued by Scotti Bros in 1987 and featured a reworking of
their independent hit “Powerlove.” The remastered reissue also includes the “Transformers” theme song as well as a 16 page
booklet, extensive liner notes detailing the band’s history written by Chris Leibundgut and is limited to 500 copies.
Deluxe 16 page booklet, Extensive liner notes, Limited to 500 copies
LORDS OF THE TRIDENT - Shadows from the Past (NEW*US METAL*PRIVATE PR.*CAGE*MAIDEN) – 14 €
US Private Press 2018 – US Direct Import ! Brandnew 7th output (4 Albums + 3 Eps), vocals range from mid-range cleans that recall Pharaoh’s
Tim Aymar to intentionally cheesy falsettos that bring bands like Cage
For Fans of Iron Maiden, Manowar, Running Wild, King Diamond, Judas Priest, Helloween
9,5 from 10 at Dead Rhetoric by Matt Coe !:
" Beyond the over the top stage monikers like bassist Pontifex Mortis, lead guitarist Baron Taurean Helleshaar and vocalist Fang
VonWrathenstein, you have to go in knowing there is equally fantasy/majestic lyrical content to match their style on songs such as “Figaro”
and Iced Earth-edged opener “Death Dealer”. Baron’s leads feature plenty of shred, tapping, and arpeggio excitement while fitting the
atmosphere of each song at hand – you can hear bits of Accept, Metallica, Megadeth, and Yngwie Malmsteen throughout these eleven
tracks. The band prove equally up to the task on a faster, double kick anthem such as “Burn It Down (With Fire)” that features Brittney
Slayes of Unleash the Archers just as much as settling into a more 90’s black album Metallica effort such as “Tormentor”. Overall the
listeners will be hard pressed to not wave fists, headbang, or even jig to certain hooks (the latter evident on the theatrical/folk influenced
“Brothers of Cain”).
The ace of the appeal lies in the masterful vocal performance of Fang. Utilizing enthusiasm, multi-octave range and sustain, plus that added
personal charm necessary to pull off themes of ancient/battle/fantasy times as if you are truly there, he understands the need to fluctuate
song to song to help throw this material into the memory banks longer than a single pass. “Chasing Shadows” a perfect example of his
commercial tendencies, understanding where to push forward and when to lay back, plus using proper harmonization opportunities to the
max. The artwork, production, tones, and performances to these ears rival the main leaders of their preferred influences – generating
excitement even if the topics for some may rear into that ‘cheesy’ tag (think Twilight Force, Grail Knights, Rhapsody (Of Fire) here).
Melody and harmony drive Lords of the Trident sonically – and this is prime US traditional metal for those who love the genre and want
something new to treasure. Time to seek out some back discography and ride that horse into battle."
MEDALYON – All Your Days (NEW*LIM.500*US METAL*LIEGE LORD*QUEENSRYCHE*SAVATAGE) – 14 €
Arkeyn Steel Records - 2018 - Brandnew US METAL - Lim. 500 Handnumbered CDs
For Fans of SAVATAGE, VICIOUS RUMORS, QUEENSRYCHE, FATES WARNING & LIEGE LORD
Medalyon from Cleveland, Ohio started under this name early 1987 and offered killer US Heavy/Power metal with awesome instrumental
facility and power vocals.
From 1987 until 1992 Medalyon recorded lots of demos and unreleased stuff.
At 1995 and 1999 were released two stunning albums and of course Arkeyn Steel Records has managed to track down this magnificent
band.
Our main goal was to release two separate CDs representing Medalyon albums plus many bonus stuff from demos and unreleased
recordings. YES! We finally made it.
The first one is called “Visions” and it will feature the 1995 album plus the band’s super rare Demo 1988 (5 songs) and single tape 1992
“Never Goodbye / Master of Your Mind” (2 songs). More than 74’ minutes of pure US METAL waiting for you!
Everything is re-mastered direct from DAT tapes packed with lyrics, bio and fantastic vintage photos. Additionally, we use the original
“Visions” cover because it was a new vision of metal covers back in the days.
Medalyon is one of our favourite Ohioan Metal bands and the perfect example of melody, passion and dedication to real US Metal.
The first part of the ultimate US Metal experience is here! Stay tuned for the second!
MELIAH RAGE - Kill To Survive (NEW*US SPEED METAL CLASSIC '88*REMASTERED DCD +16 BONUS) – 14 €
Hammerheart Records 2018 - Classic US Speed Metal from 1988, remastered DCD ! For Fans of Metal Church, Metallica, Flotsam + Jetsam !

While Boston’s Meliah Rage segued into thrashier territory with the admittedly-spectacular “Solitary Solitude”, their finest moment has to
be the debut “Kill to Survive”. This record is a stone-cold heavy metal classic, fusing classic-sounding riffs with incendiary thrash intensity,
epic vocals and an acrobatic, multifarious grasp of the disparate elements that contribute to the overall sound. One could say that “Kill to
Survive” feels a lot like Metal Church, but there is some Metallica sprinkled in there as well amid an ephemeral smattering of Flotsam and
Jetsam’s eccentricities. A very compact listen at only seven tracks including the lengthy instrumental eponymous cut (on the original, the
Japanse bonus track “Kill to Surive” is now added).
Some all-time classics for sure, like the stage-setting riff powerhouse “Beginning of the End,” the more classic-sounding gruffness of “Enter
the Darkness” and the fan’s favourite: the swirling, thrashing madness of the spectacular “Impaling Doom,” which shuffles through snappy,
direct riffs while Mike Munro’s threatening howl commands instant moshing. Deviations from this norm do exist, like the slower, lyrically
atypical “Bates Motel”, and the instrumental “Meliah Rage,” which does get quite fucking heavy in spots.
Regardless, it’s just a fucking cool style, with song structure that feels influenced more by traditional heavy metal than thrash, although the
riffs have that spastic edge to them that spices up the already competent cultivation of atmosphere. Munro certainly doesn’t wax
philosophical or anything - Meliah Rage don’t have much of a message outside of banging the head that doesn’t fucking bang. Absolutely
nothing on this record is less than Metal history, and the late ‘80s production really gives the grafted-together genre fusion a stable sonic
footing. This is one of the better guitar sounds one has ever heard, tailor-made for the more trad riffs but loose enough to open up during
the thrashing.
“Kill to Survive” shouldn’t be missed, being one of the most consistent, compact and virulent records in any Metal collection. It never fails
to put a smile on one’s face and can easily be spun front to back without the need to exercise the skip button.
MELIAH RAGE - Solitary Solitude (NEW*US THRASH METAL CLASSIC 1990*REMASTERED DCD+5 BONUS) – 14 €
Hammerheart Records 2018 - Classic US Thrash Metal from 1990, remastered DCD ! For Fans of Overkill, Wargasm, Anthrax
Despite still hanging on and actively performing even today, Meliah Rage still has not climbed the ladder of heavy metal. Back in 1990, they
tried to leap forward a bit by hardening their sound, maybe become a bit more known. The result was their sophomore effort, the classic
Metal album "Solitary Solitude". This album still retains some of the group's US Power Metal roots, but overall an even sharper turn
towards thrash has been taken, resulting in a mostly mid-paced record that is comparable to Anthrax and even some of Overkill's stuff.
The crew from "Kill To Survive" returns with a vengeance for this one. Once again Anthony Nichols and Jim Koury are the heroes, their
guitar skills having been sharpened nicely in between albums. Their forceful rhythms and riffs are still remain strong, but their solos and
breaks in particular are a big step up from the shredding on the debut.
Despite going down a thrashier path, much of the music on here is not all that fast. Much of it doesn't go past mid-paced, savoring riffage
for speed. An aggressive onslaught of catchiness, delivered in the form of palm-muted text book thrash metal. There are a few hints of
power metal and straight forward heavy metal textures, but for the most part however, this is straight forward bonafide thrash!
Overall, this album is an important part of the early nineties thrash era, just before the genre kinda disappeared for a while. All those that
have never heard this album should immediately do whatever is necessary to aquire it, for it truly is a long lost classic.
MIDNIGHT FORCE - Dunsinane (NEW*EPIC METAL/NWOBHM*M.ROAD*C.UNGOL*ACCEPT*DARK FOREST) – 13 €
Iron Shield Records 2018 - Brandnew Classic NWOBHM influenced Epic Power Metal from Scotland with great guitar and vocal harmonies !
In 2016, the band released the debut EP "Restless Blade," followed by a single in 2017.
Midnight Force is an old school metal band based in Glasgow, Scotland. The band describes its brand of metal as somewhere between U.S.
and epic metal of Manilla Road, Cirith Ungol and Virgin Steele and a large chunk of the NWoBHM and early German Metal like Accept and
the Scorpions.
"Dunsinane" is a reference to one of Scotland's most notorious kings, Macbeth. The title track engages with the “real," the historical
Macbeth, actually a more successful ruler than Shakespeare made him out to be…The rest of the songs also deal with many historical or
fantasy inspired themes, be it from the writings of Robert E. Howard or accounts of historical battles and wars.
OMEN - Alive (NEW LTD 500 HAND-NUMBERED COPIES, TOUR EDITION SPECIAL CARD PACKAGE INCL. 3" CD) – 10 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - The return of US metal legend OMEN with two new tracks in the vein of the classic albums "Battle Cry",
"Warning of Danger" and "The Curse".
Tour edition, limited to 500 hand-numbered copies. Special card package with 3 inch CD.
Line-up: Kenny
Powell (guitars), Nikos Migus A. (vocals), Roger Sisson (bass), Reece Stanley (drums)
PANTHER - Same (NEW*LIM.500*US MELODIC METAL*JEFF SCOTT SOTO*DOKKEN) – 14 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Brandnew limited Edition of 500 copies - US Melodic Metal Classic with Jeff Scott Soto on Vocals incl. 4 Bonus
Tracks
Highly recommended for fans of Yngwie J. Malmsteen, Stryper, Dokken, Axel Rudi Pell, Q5, Loudness.
PANTHER is a hard rock / heavy metal band that was based in Los Angeles, California. Formed in 1984 and inspired by bands like Scorpions,
Iron Maiden and Judas Priest, Panther started with live shows in the legendary Troubadour venue, where bands like Van Halen and Guns n’
Roses got their start. With singer Jeff Scott Soto, Panther was one of the hottest new names in Los Angeles but just after the recordings of
“Panther”, Jeff Scott Soto left Panther to pursue a career with Yngwie J. Malmsteen’s Rising Force and later, Soto became one of the best
hard rock singers, and even toured with Journey. “Panther” was finally released in 1986 and became an underground hit that remains up to
this day classic.
Q5 - Steel The Light DCD (NEW*US MELODIC METAL CLASSIC*SHOK PARIS*DOKKEN*F.ANGEL) – 17 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - US Melodic Metal Classic ! The deluxe double CD reissue has a new 2018 mastering by Bart Gabriel and will
include all the classic tracks of the original release plus never-before released bonus tracks and 16-pages booklet with lyrics, photos and
new liner notes directly from the band.
Q5 is a Seattle, Washington, based band formed in 1983 and their music is a blend of hard rock, melodic and straight-forward heavy metal.
"Steel The Light", originally released in 1984, is one of the classic U.S. metal albums of the 80s that stood the test of time, including all-time
favorite songs like "Lonely Lady", "Pull The Trigger" and "Steel The Light".

The Q5 debut album, “Steel The Light” also had Floyd Rose on guitars, inventor of the Floyd Rose locking tremolo system, a device that was
used by guitarists like Eddie Van Halen, Steve Vai, Joe Satriani, Kirk Hammett and many more guitar legends.
Highly recommended for fans of DOKKEN, PRETTY MAIDS, NIGHTSHADE, FIFTH ANGEL and SHOK PARIS.
QUARTZ - Satan's Serenade (NEW*LIM.500* NWOBHM CLASSIC*REPLICA SERIES # 20) – 8 €
Skol Records 2018 - Brandnew # 20 official CD replica of the original NWOBHM single.
Official CD replica of the original 12" EP from 1980, with an amazing sound quality. One of the most iconic releases of the whole NWOBHM!
Dynamic mastering, cartoon sleeve (copy of the front cover and back cover).
Limited to 500 copies worldwide.
ROAD WARRIOR - Power (NEW*AUS POWER METAL*DUNGEON*MAIDEN*BLACKKOUT*M.CHURCH) – 13 €
Gates of Hell Records / Cruz Del Sur 2018 - Brandnew Debut Album from Australian heavy/power Metal Warriors "ROAD WARRIOR" !
For Fans of early Iron Maiden, Dungeon, Running Wild, METAL CHURCH, BLACKKOUT, SAVATAGE, JUDAS PRIEST, LOUDNESS, RIOT, TWISTED
SISTER and HEXX.
Hailing from South Australia, Road Warrior effectively recreate a time when heavy metal was oblivious to trends. The bands eight-song
Power debut combines taut, muscular classic heavy metal compositions with an aesthetic that is unapologetic and utterly manly. Standing
tall and firm, chests puffed out, leather-clad women at their side, songs of machismo and bravado at their disposal, all the while surveying
the perilous field that is the global heavy metal scene is South Australias Road Warrior.
Their name, not surprisingly, was inspired by the popular Mad Max 2 movie (alternatively titled as The Road Warrior) that featured a young
Mel Gibson portraying a hardened but humane Main Force Patrol officer who tries to uphold the law in dystopic Australia. Road Warrior
soon caught the eye of Gates Of Hell Records after the release of their 2016 Ignition demo, prompting the two parties to put pen to paper
for the release of the bands first-ever full-length album, Power, which is due October 5.
Featuring bassist/vocalist Denimal Blake, guitarist Overdryve and drummer Villon, Road Warrior was created out of necessity by Blake, a
man who would be the first to tell you, Heavy metal is in my blood and cannot be denied. Blake, who is also known for his work in
black/death metallers Cauldron Black Ram and avant-garde outfit StarGazer, has quenched his thirst for classic heavy metal in Road
Warrior, compiling eight muscular, taut, mid-tempo numbers on Power. The album recorded at Against the Grain Studios in Adelaide, South
Australia with Andy Kite at the helm works in songs that are that are perfunctory and without filler, recalling the steely anthems of METAL
CHURCH, BLACKKOUT, early IRON MAIDEN, SAVATAGE, JUDAS PRIEST, LOUDNESS, RIOT, TWISTED SISTER and HEXX.
Blake and his Road Warrior bandmates find no topic to be taboo, reveling in lyrical topics that detail sex, historical conspiracy, pre-diluvial
civilization and for extra measure, hotter sex. Citing maximal testosterone as the ultimate separator between themselves and the
traditional heavy metal pack, Road Warrior are an unabashed throwback to a time when metal skirted conventional and politically correct
norms. The title of Power says it all - this is Road Warriors statement of intent.
RUNNER HELL – From the Ashes to Hell (NEW*COL HEAVY/SPEED METAL*SATAN*LIEGE LORD*VIRTUE) – 14 €
Pure Metal Records / Chozin Black 2018 – Brandnew Classic Heavy/Speed Metal Masterpiece from Colombia – great Mix between US Metal
+ NWOBHM ! Great Guitarwork in the vein of Maiden/Priest + powerful fantastic Vocals incl. High pitched Screams !
One of the Best Bands from South America incl. VIRTUE Cover (NWOBHM Classic) “ High Treason” !
For Fans of Satan, Liege Lord, Omen, Iron Maiden, Virtue
SACRAL RAGE - Beyond Celestial Echoes (NEW*GRE TECH/THRASH/SPEED METAL*WATCHTOWER*KING.D.) – 14 €
Cruz Del Sur 2018 - Fantastic 2nd full length from Greece with US-style Heavy/Speed/Thrash Metal - after their awesome Debut EP " Deadly
Bits Of Iron Fragments" and their Masterpiece "Illusions..." on out Label Underground Power Records !
Killer technical Axework, great Breaks + double Leads, heavy riffs, Speed Metal + high pitched Vocals in the vein of James Rivera, Jason
McMaster or Alan Tecchio - this is a must have !
For Fans of Watchtower, Arcane, Realm, King Diamond, Helstar, Iron Maiden, Annihilator, Steel Prophet, Hades, Vicious Rumors, Toxik, Jag
Panzer
SARDONYX - Sons of the Kingdom (NEW*US WHITE POWER METAL*JACOBS DREAM*HAVEN*SACRED WARRIOR) – 14 €
US Private Press 2018 - US White Power Metal Comeback - Musically, Sons Of The Kingdom does not stray far from the direction Sardonyx
took on its 1992 debut full length Majestic Serenity
For Fans of Metal Church, Sacred Warrior, Meliah Rage, Haven, Vicious Rumors, Jacobs Dream
SATAN - Cruel Magic (NEW*LIM.DIGIPAK*NWOBHM*#1 DEAF FOREVER) – 14 €
Metal Blade Records 2018 - Limited 1st Edition Digipak
#1 in Deaf Forever 25, 9 from 10 Points by Götz Kühnemund !
10 / 10 at Powermetal.de
Killer Heavy Metal / NWOBHM with the mighty Brian Ross on Vocals !
SHADOWKILLER - Guardians of the Temple (NEW*US POWER/PROG METAL*HELLHOUND*PRIVATE PR.) – 14 €
US Private Press 2018 - Brandnew 3rd Album - US Power/Prog Metal from North Carolina !
Epic Hymns, fine hooks, a great guitar riff wall and a great Voice of Joe Liszt (guitar and vocals).
Liszt is the guy singing on the EP, “Conquer” by Rocka Rollas, and he also sang in Hellhound, where drummer Gary Neff also played.
For Fans of For fans of: SAVATAGE, IRON MAIDEN, FATES WARNING, REDEMPTION, ICED EARTH, IRON MAIDEN, THRESHOLD, JUDAS PRIEST,
HEART OF CYGNUS
SOURCE - same (NEW*SWE HEAVY METAL*RAM+PORTRAIT MEMBERS*MERCYFUL FATE) – 12 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Brandnew Killer Heavy Metal from Sweden ! Incl. Richard Lagergren, Patrick Dagland, Portrait and Oscar
Carlquist, the voice of Ram.
For Fans of early Mercyful Fate, Diamond Head, Angel Witch, RAM, Portrait

STONEWALL - Never Fall (NEW*ITA CLASSIC HEAVY METAL*FIFTH ANGEL*OMEN) – 14 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Brandnew 2nd Album lim. 500 - classic Heavy Metal for Fans of Fifth Angel, Judas Priest, Iron Maiden or Omen
STONEWALL was formed in September 2006 by mastermind Tony Warriors, in order to start a true heavy metal project. The early line up
was a trio, with Tony covering drum and lead vocal duties. During the first 3 years of activity the band profounded all energies in covering
metal classics (Fifth Angel, Omen , Judas Priest and Metal Church mainly) that influenced them and also writing their first songs. In 2011,
Stonewall’s first full lenght “Victims Of Evil” was released and it was warmly welcomed as one of the best underground records of that year,
according to webzines from Italy and Spain. Due to personal problems, the band cannot tour to promote the album but in the meanwhile a
version of Omen’s classic “Be My Wench” was recorded by Stonewall and included to the italian tribute album “All Fear The Axeman”
(2012).
It was only after 3 years that the band came back with a stronger line up which toured Italy, sharing the stage with bands like Heir
Apparent, Oliver/Dawson Saxon, Battle Ram, Iron Angel, Crying Steel and many more, getting more and more consent by press and fans.
THE SKULL - The Endless Road Turns Dark (NEW*US DOOM METAL*EX - TROUBLE) – 14 €
Tee Pee Records 2018 - Brandnew US DOOM Metal Killer for Fans of Trouble, Trouble, Trouble and some Black Sabbath/Cathedral !
Former TROUBLE members Eric Wagner (vocals) and Ron Holzner (bass) at the forefront alongside guitarist Lothar Keller (Sacred Dawn) and
a rotating cast of others that has included members of Pentagram, Carousel and plenty more.
That the current recording incarnation of The Skull features guitarist Rob Wrong (also Witch Mountain) and drummer Brian Dixon (exCathedral) only makes them all the more of a supergroup
For Those Which are Asleep may have established The Skull as a unit separate from Trouble, but The Endless Road Turns Dark is where they
forge a history of their own that, if we’re lucky, they’ll continue to build upon. It is nothing less than the work of masters.
THE SPIRIT - Sounds from the Vortex (NEW*CD ED.*MELODIC DEATH METAL*DISSECTION) – 14 €
Nuclear Blast Records 2018 - Brandnew GER melodic Black Death Metal,
For Fans of Dissection, Unanimated, early In Flames
TURBOKILL - Same (NEW*DEBUT EP*GER HEAVY METAL*ALPHA TIGER SINGER*V.RUMORS) – 10 €
GER Private Press 2018 - Brandnew EP from the best German Heavy Metal Newcomer !
Members of Ebony Wall with the great first Voice of Alpha Tiger (maybe the best actual Singer in Germany) - Stephan "Heiko" Dietrich (for
example vocals on Alpha Tigers "Man or Machine", "Beanath the surface")
For Fans of early Vicious Rumors, Metal Church, Helloween, early Alpha Tiger
TYSONDOG - Four Track E.P (NEW*LIM.500* NWOBHM CLASSIC*REPLICA SERIES # 21) – 8 €
Skol Records 2018 - Brandnew # 21 official CD replica of the original NWOBHM single.
Official CD replica of the original 12" EP from 1985. Great quality, dynamic mastering, cartoon sleeve (copy of the front cover and back
cover). Incl. original version of "Hammerhead", which is probably one of the best speed metal songs of the NWOBHM!
Limited to 500 copies worldwide
VANDALLUS - Bad Disease (NEW*US HARD ROCK*BUDGIE*TRIUMPH*SCORPIONS) – 13 €
Pure Steel Records 2018 - US Hard Rock/Heavy Metal, 2018 Album - Eternal Legacy + Dead Iron Members !
For Fans of Scorpions, Triumph or Budgie
VENGEANCE - Human Sacrifice (NEW*LIM.500*UNRELEALEASED FIRST MIX*US THRASH METAL) – 14 €
Roxx Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 500 copies - with the unreleased raw first Mix !
That is what you get here a brand new experience as we celebrate 30 years of Human Sacrifice. This mix was even presented in a
completely different order then the album we all know and love. So not only is the mix completely raw and different but the order it is
presented in holds true to the original source tape which gives you a very new and exciting look at this historical release.
This source tape was archived by former White Throne Magazine staff writer Keven Crothers and remastered to give you the best listen in
to that mix by Rob Colwell of Bombworks Sound. With brand new cover art designed by Scott Waters with direct input from the band
themselves.
This will be a one-time only 500 piece pressing for the true Vengeance fan!
US WHITE Thrash Metal / Speed Metal Killer ! For Fans of Dark Angel, early Slayer
VIRGIN STEELE - Guardians of the Flame (NEW*LIM.ED. US EPIC METAL + 8 BONUS TRACKS) – 14 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Brandnew CD version of “Guardians of the Flame” (originally released in 1983) comes with 24-pages booklet
including lyrics, photos, liner notes by David DeFeis and 8 bonus tracks.
VIRGIN STEELE - I (NEW*LIM.ED. US EPIC METAL*REMASTERED + 8 BONUS TRACKS) – 14 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Brandnew CD version of VIRGIN STEELE “I” CD includes the debut album (originally released in 1982) remastered and selected tracks with new mix. 2018 CD version comes with 24-pages booklet including lyrics, photos, liner notes by David
DeFeis and 8 bonus tracks.
VOIVOD - The Wake (NEW*CAN PROG/THRASH METAL*LIM. DCD MEDIABOOK) – 18 €
Century Media 2018 - Brandnew Prog/Thrash Metal Masterpiece from the Masters from Canada ! Ltd. 2CD Mediabook & sticker-set
The Wake’ is the fourteenth studio album for the band and first full-length release with bassist Dominique Laroche (“Rocky”). Rocky and
guitarist Daniel Mongrain (“Chewy”) planted the seeds for the new music which germinated under the combine forces of vocalist Denis
Bélanger (“Snake”) and drummer Michel Langevin (“Away”).
WILD - Sin Piedad (NEW*SPA HEAVY METAL*ICED EARTH, ACCEPT*PRIEST*MAIDEN) – 14 €
FIGHTER RECORDS 2018 - Brandnew 3rd album by one of Spain's top Metal acts, an astonishing masterpiece of pure Heavy Metal the classic
80's/90's way with awesome riffing, great solos, outstanding vocal performance and a killer production.

For lovers of ACCEPT/U.D.O., ICED EARTH, JUDAS PRIEST, IRON MAIDEN, DIO...
WITCHCROSS - Cauldron In Satan´s Shadow (NEW*US POWER/DOOM METAL*RAVENSTHORN Member) – 13 €
Battle Cry Records 2018 - Brandnew US Doom/Power Metal from the Count (Voice of Ravensthorn) !
Not only because of this fantastic voice (also to hear at RAVENSTHORN albums!). This one is really magical, mystical and made an perfect
union of the 70ies spirit of BLACK SABBATH and give some more US sounds and make their unique thing.
Get your STILL SEALED copy of this great album, comes with fat 16-page booklet!
14 song, 67 minute long masterpiece of doom,horror, and thrash metal with elements of classic classic heavy 70's blues rock, and killer
power metal, all fused into a molten heavy horror metal Occult lava, with high vocals and lyrics that spin tales of the darkest vampyric
realms of Hell itself!!
WITCHFYRE - Grimorium Verum (NEW*OCCULT HEAVY METAL*MERCYFUL FATE*IN SOLITUDE) – 13 €
FIGHTER RECORDS 2018 - Brandnew 1st full album by this spanish Occult Heavy Metal band for lovers of bands like MERCYFUL FATE, KING
DIAMOND, PORTRAIT, IN SOLITUDE.
WITCH HAZEL - Forsaken Remedies (NEW*US OCCULT DOOM/HEAVY ROCK*J.TULL*B.SABBATH) – 14 €
US Private Press 2012 - Killer US Occult Doom/Prog Rock/Metal - Digipak Edition - New & Sealed !
Forsaken Remedies is the debut album conjured up from occult rock n' rollers WITCH HAZEL! Combining eeriness and catchiness with twin
guitar attacks, acoustic melodies, crushing doom grooves and straight forward rock n' roll magic. Forsaken Remedies is a dynamic storm of
the hardest and heaviest rock n' roll this side of the galaxy.
Formed in 2007 out of their mutual love of 70's rock n roll, Witch Hazel, blends elements from various influences (Black Sabbath, Jethro
Tull, Deep Purple, Thin Lizzy, Blue Oyster Cult, Kiss, Pentagram, just to name a few) managing to create a sound all their own
WITCH HAZEL - Otherworldly (NEW*US OCCULT/HEAVY ROCK/METAL*B.SABBATH*BÖC) – 14 €
US Private Press 2018 - Brandnew Album from these US Occult / Heavy / Doom Rock/Metal Warriors ! Combining eeriness and catchiness
with twin guitar attacks, acoustic melodies, crushing doom grooves and straight forward rock n' roll magic
Formed in 2007 out of their mutual love of 70's rock n roll, Witch Hazel, blends elements from various influences (Black Sabbath, Jethro
Tull, Deep Purple, Thin Lizzy, Blue Oyster Cult, Kiss, Pentagram, just to name a few) managing to create a sound all their own

BACK IN STOCK CDS
ARTIZAN - Curse of the Artizan (NEW*LIM.US METAL KILLER*LEVIATHAN*C.GLORY*F.WARNING) – 13 €
Pure Steel Records 2011/2018 – Here is the Debut full length from ARTIZAN – Killer US Prog/Power Metal with the EX - Leviathan (US) Members Tom Braden + Ty Tammeus !
US Melodic Power/Progressive Metal Masterpiece, 2018 Repress, new Cover
For Fans of: LEVIATHAN, C. GLORY, Fates Warning
ARTIZAN - The Furthest Reaches (NEW*US METAL KILLER*LIM.BONUS TRACK ED.*LETHAL) – 19 €
PURE STEEL RECORDS 2015 - US Prog/Power Metal at its best with unbelievable Melodies + awesome high pitched + melodic Vocal !
Great show at the Keep it True 2015 !
This is the limited – 500 copies and nearly sold out Bonus Track Edition in Slip Case ! Hurry op - this is your chance.
For Fans of Crimson Glory, Fates Warning, Queensryche, Leviathan, Iced Earth, Iron Maiden, Lethal

DEATH - Individual Thought Patterns DCD (NEW*US DEATH/PROG METAL CLASSIC*CHUCK) – 14 €
Relapse Records 2015 – Slipcase Edition DCD - DEATH, the heavy metal institution founded, realized, and helmed by
legendary guitarist Chuck Schuldiner, released the Individual Thought Patterns album (the follow-up to their watershed
Human release) in 1993. Expectations were high following Human, but Schuldiner proved once again that he could rise to any
occasion.
Individual Thought Patterns further honed the forward-thinking and progressive direction birthed with Human, and included
?The Philosopher?; arguably the best song to ever come from the world of extreme metal and to this date the most widelyrecognized.
Remixed by DEATH mastering engineer Alan Douches (West West Side), remastered, repackaged and featuring tons of newly
unearthed and previously unreleased demo and live tracks, this is the ultimate version of Individual Thought Patterns.
DEATH - Leprosy DCD (NEW*US DEATH METAL CLASSIC*CHUCK SCHULDINER + BONUS CD) – 14 €
Relapse Records 2014 - 2 CD in Slipcase with Embossed Logo! - Originally released in 1988 Leprosy was a pioneering album,
building upon the thrash sounds of Metallica and Slayer but adding a previously unheard level of raw extremity. These songs
are the roots of an entire genre: death metal.
The sixth installment in Relapse's exhaustive reissue campaign of DEATH's immensely influential catalog is Leprosy, the
band's titanic second album. Originally released in 1988 Leprosy was a pioneering album, building upon the thrash sounds of
Metallica and Slayer but adding a previously unheard level of raw extremity. These songs are the roots of an entire genre:
death metal. While this was only the second record DEATH released, it immediately cemented them as heavy metal icons.
Meticulous care has been put into this reissue. The entire album, as well as the bonus material has been painstakingly
remastered by Alan Douches (Mastodon, Nile, etc).

Deluxe 2xCD contains 50 minutes of previously unheard and unreleased Leprosy demos and rehearsal material housed in an
embossed o-card package with a 24 page booklet featuring unseen pictures of the band as well as brand new liner notes from
Ian Christe (Sirius/XM) and Jeremy Wagner (Broken Hope).
DEATH - Human 2-CD (NEW*US DEATH METAL CLASSIC*CHUCK SCHULDINER + BONUS CD) – 14 €
Relapse Records 2011 - 2 CD in Slipcase with Embossed Logo! Comes with 12-page Japanese fold-out & OBI in addition.
DEATH, the heavy metal institution founded, realized, and helmed by legendary guitarist Chuck Schuldiner, released its
legendary fourth studio album Human ('91) to massive worldwide critical acclaim. The album's complex and progressive
music and introspective lyrics marked a massive stylistic change away from the more primitive early material for the group,
and Human went on to become one of the most influential metal records in the history of the genre. Now remixed under the
watchful eye of longtime DEATH producer Jim Morris, Human 2011 represents the fully-realized version of this epic album.
Now remixed, remastered, repackaged and featuring over an hour of newly unearthed and previously unreleased early demo
tracks, Human 2011 is the definitive edition of this true metal classic.
DEATH - Scream Bloody Gore DCD (NEW*US DEATH METAL CLASSIC + BONUS CD) – 14 €
Relapse Records 2016 - 2 CD in Slipcase with Embossed Logo! - Scream Bloody Gore, the band’s genre-defining debut album.
2xCD contains 50 minutes of previously unheard and unreleased material from the original Scream Bloody Gore Florida
recording sessions and rehearsal material from August 1986.
DEATH's legendary 1987 debut Scream Bloody Gore is more than just an untouchable album - upon its release, it was
positively genre-creating. Scream Bloody Gore founded the quintessential death metal sound, with more tormented riffs,
screams, and leads than the world had ever imagined, and established Chuck Schuldiner's inimitable phrasing and songwriting
style as the most singular voice in the burgeoning genre.
Today, the album is viewed unanimously as one of the all-time most important cornerstones of death metal.
Like the preceding DEATH reissues, the deluxe reissue of Scream Bloody Gore has been meticulously remastered from the
original tapes by Alan Douches (Death, Mastodon, Nile) and includes a plethora of bonus content, including previously
unreleased recordings and rehearsal demos, super-expanded packaging, and brand-new extensive liner notes from former
DEATH drummer / Autopsy founder Chris Reifert, Sepultura's Max Cavalera, and original Scream Bloody Gore producer Randy
Burns.
DEATH - The Sound of Perseverance DCD (NEW*US DEATH METAL CLASSIC + BONUS CD) – 14 €
Relapse Records 2011 - DEATH, the heavy metal institution founded, realized, and helmed by legendary guitarist Chuck
Schuldiner, released its final studio album The Sound of Perseverance ('98) to massive worldwide critical acclaim.
The Sound of Perseverance is the masterstroke of one of metal's true pioneers and innovators, and indeed worthy of the
worship, adoration, and accolades that announced its original release ('98). Now remastered, repackaged and featuring over
an hour of newly unearthed and previously unreleased material (extra tracks and early demos), this is the definitive edition of
this timeless classic.
DEATH - Spiritual Healing DCD (NEW*US DEATH METAL CLASSIC + BONUS CD) – 14 €
Relapse Records 2012 - 2 CD in Slipcase with Embossed Logo! DEATH's landmark Spiritual Healing record is nothing short of
genre-defining. Originally released in 1990, Spiritual Healing marked a new turn in the DEATH discography, one which
ushered in cleaner production, a new level of boundary pushing musicianship and songwriting skills that were previously
unimaginable from a metal band. Spiritual Healing sets the standard for riffs, insane time changes and of course mainman
Chuck Schuldiner's masterful guitar solos.
Now reissued as a double CD housed in super deluxe packaging featuring brand new liner notes from DEATH players James
Murphy and Terry Butler, Chuck's sister Beth Schuldiner and Michael Poulsen (Volbeat), Disc 1 features a completely new
remaster of the original album and Disc 2 contains 16 previously unreleased rehearsal, outtakes and studio instrumentals.
DEATH - Vivus! DCD (NEW*US DEATH METAL CLASSIC - 2 CLASSIC LIVE SHOWS) – 13 €
Relapse Records 2012 - Vivus! captures two stunning full concerts of the final lineup of metal pioneers Death in one deluxe
double-cd package.
Disc One features the band at the height of their prowess tearing the roof off of the infamous Whisky A Go-Go in Los Angeles
while Disc Two is a brilliant recording of the band on the festival stage at Dynamo Open Air.
Stacked with brand new liner notes from Death
FALLEN ANGEL - Crawling out of Hell (NEW*US METAL*ICED EARTH*CAGE*HELSTAR) – 14 €
Killer Metal Records 2014 - Fallen Angel Records! Former JOEY BELLADONNA (ex-ANTHRAX) guitarist Robb Lotta has completed his FALLEN
ANGEL project !
This is fantastic new US Power Metal for Fans of Cage, Iced Earth, Helstar, Judas Priest (Painkiller Era), old Savatage, Iron Maiden !
Killer Soli, double twin attacks, great Riffs from pounding to speed and a powerful voice with high pitched screams too, that reminds on a
Mix between a young Halford meets Matt Barlow ! Great Artwork, great production, involved in a Fantasy/Horror story/Saga, 20 tracks - 72
Min. playing time, a real must have !
GRIFTEGARD - Solemn*Sacred*Severe (NEW*EPIC DOOM METAL*8.5 P. Rock H.*CANDLEMASS) – 14 €

VAN Records 2009 - Digipack Edition - 8,5 points from 10 in the actual issue from Rock Hard Magazine by Götz Kühnemund !
This is a Masterpiece of Epic - Doom Metal. After their "Psalmbook" EP Griftegard are creating again an atmosphere of Sadness, Solitude
and Melancholy.
For Fans of Warning, Reverend Bizarre, old Candlemass, over 46 min. playing time - a real must have!
LORDS OF THE TRIDENT - Chains On Fire (NEW*US METAL*J.PRIEST*PHARAOH*MAIDEN) – 14 €
US Private Press 2011 (Junko Johnson) – Lords of the Trident - Great US Band with classic Heavy Metal - melodic double leads, great Riffs
and Hooks, memorable Vocals up to high pitched, vocals range from mid-range cleans that recall Pharaoh’s Tim Aymar to intentionally
cheesy falsettos that bring bands like Cage
For Fans of Iron Maiden, Manowar, Running Wild, Judas Priest, , Helloween
Digipack Edition ! 13 Songs - over 60 minutes playing time !
LORDS OF THE TRIDENT – A Very Lords of the Trident Christmas (NEW*US METAL XMAS-ALBUM) – 12 €
US Private Press 2013 (Junko Johnson) – Xmas Album
Great US Band with classic Heavy Metal on this professional retail pressed CDr - melodic double leads, great Riffs and Hooks, memorable
Vocals up to high pitched, vocals range from mid-range cleans that recall Pharaoh’s Tim Aymar to intentionally cheesy falsettos that bring
bands like Cage
For Fans of King Diamond, Iron Maiden, Manowar, Running Wild, Judas Priest, Helloween
LORDS OF THE TRIDENT - Re:Quests (NEW*US METAL*COVER ALBUM) – 12 €
US Private Press 2015 (Junko Johnson) – Cover Album !
Great US Band with classic Heavy Metal on this professional retail pressed CDr - melodic double leads, great Riffs and Hooks, memorable
Vocals up to high pitched, vocals range from mid-range cleans that recall Pharaoh’s Tim Aymar to intentionally cheesy falsettos that bring
bands like Cage
For Fans of King Diamond, Iron Maiden, Manowar, Running Wild, Judas Priest, Helloween
SATAN – The Early Demos (NEW*NWOBHM DEMO CLASSICS*LIM.EDITION*REMASTERED) – 17 €
Death Rider Records 2011 – First Release of this Record Label from Oliver Weinsheimer (Keep it True !) and here we have nothing more
than some of the best NWOBHM recordings ever !
Remastered by Neudi Neuderth (Roxxcalibur) ! 13 Tracks - Guardian Demo 81, Into the Fire Demo 82, Live at the Earthquake Festival 84!
SKULL HAMMER (CAN) – Destroyers Of The Faith (NEW*CAN SPEED/THRASH METAL*PRE-TERRIFIER) – 15 €
CAN Private Press 2011 – Killer Speed/Thrash Metal from Canada, Pre-Terrifier !
LAST COPIES of this Original Press !
For Fans of early Testament, Metallica (Ride the Lightning – Era), Annihilator, Overkill, Imagika, Flotsam & Jetsam
TERRIFIER – Destroyers Of The Faith (NEW*CAN SPEED/THRASH METAL*OVERKILL) – 15 €
CAN Private Press 2012 – Killer Speed/Thrash Metal from Canada !
LAST COPIES of this Original Press - this is Skull Hammer after changing their name into Terrifier !
THE DOOMSDAY CULT - A Language Of Misery (NEW*SWE EPIC DOOM METAL*PROCESSION*GRIFTEGARD) – 13 €
Van Records 2011 – Finally released on CD – EPIC DOOM Metal from Sweden – a Masterpiece !
For Fans of Griftegard, Procession, Reverend Bizarre
VALKYRIE - Deeds Of Prowess (NEW*CULT DEMO*EPIC METAL*MANOWAR-Into Glory Ride) – 14 €
Death Rider Records 2012 – Valkyrie from The Netherlands with their great Demo + Bonustracks – One of the best Metal Demos from
Europe ever in the vein of Manowar`s – Into Glory Ride !
Now official available as remastered Rerelease – a real must have !

VINYL
ANTHRAX – Chile on Hell DLP (NEW*LIM.700 RED/WHITE VINYL, GATEFOLD IN DIE-CUT SLIPCASE COVER) – 31 €
Night of the Vinyl Dead 2018 - Limited edition 700 hand-numbered copies red/white double vinyl. Gatefold with die-cut slipcase cover.
Anthrax "Chile on Hell" is now anailable for the very 1st time on a double gatefold vinyl in a special slipcase cover. Printed inner sleeves and
a very unique vinyl technique. This record features original members like Joe Belladonna, Scott Ian, Charlie Benante and Frank Bello.

ARTIZAN - Demon Rider (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK V.*US METAL + BONUS*LETHAL*C.GLORY) – 18 €
Pure Steel Records 2018 - Brandnew US-Metal, 2018 Album, lim. to 300 black copies, with 1 Bonustrack, with poster, insert
For Fans of Crimson Glory, Fates Warning, Queensryche, Leviathan, Iced Earth, Iron Maiden, Lethal

BANSHEE - Mindslave (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK V.*US METAL*GEORGE CALL/ASKA*V.RUMORS*M.CHURCH) – 28 €
No Life 'til Metal Records 2018 - US Direct Import - Limited 300 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert and already nearly sold out - The vinyl version
is a one-time pressing on black vinyl limited to only 300 pieces
Fantastic US Power Metal with George Call (Aska, EX-Omen) on vocals with his best performance ever - powerful and also high pitched
Screams ! Killer Riffs + great melodies + a powerful Production !
For Fans of old Vicious Rumors, Liege Lord, Metal Church, Malice, Wretch, Shok Paris, Steel Assassin

Banshee are a legendary US Power Metal band formed by guitarist Terry Dunn, who remains the main man behind the band to this day. The
band was formed in 1986 and only a few months after they released their "Cry In the Night" EP, which was picked up by Metal Blade
Records in 1988 for release. They also included the song "We Want You" on the Metal Massacre 9 compilation.
By the end of '88 the band's popularity had become such that they gained the attention of Atlantic Records. "Race Against Time" was
released on Atlantic Records in 1988. Unfortunately the band was lumped in with the hair metal bands at the time, despite the fact that
they had a much tougher, heavy metal sound. It wasn't until 1992 that we were given new music from the band. They released their
independent album "Take 'Em By Storm", with the band parting ways shortly after.
The band got back together for reunion shows in 1999, 2000 and again in 2008. It wasn't until 2012 that the band released their fourth
studio album Mindslave on Snowblind Records. The album featured vocalist George Call (ASKA, Violent Storm, Omen), original bassist
Chuck Hopkins, and drummer Marty Schiermann. The album was a return to the heavier sound of "Cry in the Night." In fact, guitarist and
songwriter Terry Dunn said that "Mindslave is the album that should have followed "Cry in the Night". In fact, it's much heavier than "Cry In
the Night". According to Scott Waters own NoLifeTilMetal review, "The music fits squarely into the US power metal camp while retaining all
the melody and hooks that Banshee have always been known for. The sound is a bit tougher, there may be a bit more groove and the lyrics
are a little darker than their past albums, but overall Banshee still fits in that classic American power metal pocket...The sound is built
around heavy, over-driven guitars, pounding drums, thunderous bass, screaming vocals and, of course, wicked guitar solos. George Call is a
fantastic vocalist and really gives this album a ton of charisma. Comparisons to Tony Martin (Black Sabbath) and Ronnie James Dio would
not be far off.
Terry Dunn had this to say, "Mindslave is a body of musical and lyrical work written between 2007 and 2012. The songs were influenced by
life events I experienced and people in my life. I felt I needed to create an album that was the continuum of our EP, “Cry In The Night”. I
always wanted Banshee to be heavier with more interesting lyrics and I achieved that with “Mindslave”, This would be my first attempt at
writing lyrics for an album. I collaborated with George Call the singer on the record who did a amazing job. The songs are a bit darker but
mesh well with the subject matter and lyrics. I feel that this is Banshee’s best work to date..."
BRIDE – Snake Eyes (NEW*LIM. 300 BLUE VINYL*US WHITE METAL*GUARDIAN*STRYPER) – 22 €
Retroactive Records 2018 – Limited Edition of 300 copies in Blue Marbled Vinyl + Insert – US White Metal !
A new Harry Potter book, the next Star Wars movie, or even one’s first kiss from that someone special can evoke epic proportions of
anticipation. But NONE of those compare to how much Bride fans have anticipated a full-on, legitimate, straight out, unadulterated, noholds-barred return to the Snakes in the Playground (1992) era Bride sound. Let’s be clear that Bride is without dispute THE most prolific
Christian metal band ever.
Bride has no less than 24 full length releases under their belts, and every single one drips with passion, relevance, and musical perfection.
No one has done it better for longer without quitting. No one. Long-time label partners, Retroactive Records are thrilled to unveil the epic
return that fans have longed for and anticipated for 26 years - a new album that fully embraces the iconic Snakes.... era with massive hooks,
relentless metal riffs, over-the-top vocals, and cutting edge lyrics. Welcome to the Jungle....with Snake Eyes (2018) the new Bride release
that spews venom, and has all the bite fans can take. Brothers Dale and Troy Thompson have created another tour de force metal album
that once again raises the bar, and satisfies the most demanding ear candy quotient. Snake Eyes offers nothing less than a fistful of
ferocious rock anthems that will be clogging your brainwaves in the days ahead. File this one as one of greatest hard-rock records of its
time. Yes, it’s that good! Honestly, no one played metal better in 1992 when Snakes in the Playground released, and with Snake Eyes the
band brings that same swagger.
Forfans of Gun N’ Roses, Skid Row, and Guardian, Stryper, White Cross
BRIMSTONE COVEN - What Was and What Shall Be (NEW*LIM.150 BLACK V.+SLIPMAT*US DOOM) – 28 €
US Private Press 2018 – US Direct Import ! Strictly limited Edition with Slipmat – only 300 copies pressed, only the first 150 have the great
looking Slipmat incl. !
Fantastic Occult 70’s Heavy/Doom Rock/Metal with hypnotic Riffs + great melodies with Andrew D'Cagna (Ironflame Mastermind) on bass +
vocals !
LED ZEPPELIN, PENTAGRAM, ORCHID and BLACK SABBATH
Corey Roth - Guitar & Vocals
Andrew D'Cagna - Bass & Vocals (IRONFLAME – Mastermind)
Dave Trik – Drums
CAULDRON - New Gods (BLACK VINYL*CAN POWER METAL*STRIKER*A.WITCH*DOKKEN*W.WIZZARD) – 19 €
Dissonance Records 2018 - Limited Black Vinyl, Gatefold Cover !
Canadian metallers CAULDRON are set to release their 5th album "New Gods"!!
For Fans of Angel Witch, Dokken, Enforcer, High Spirits, Striker, Spellcaster, Skull Fist, and White Wizzard
For the new album the trio returned to work with producer Chris Stringer at Union Sound in Toronto. The record once again promises a
strong emphasis on songwriting and melody, complete with high-end organic production to match!
Born from the ashes of genre-defining, critically-lauded GOAT HORN, the band known for being heavily influenced by Black Sabbath,
Venom, and Judas Priest called it a day in 2006, and front man Jason Decay wasted no time in putting together CAULDRON to continue with
his heavy metal vision.
CHASTAIN - The 7th Of Never (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK V.*US METAL CLASSIC*LEATHER + BONUS*MALMSTEEN) – 18 €
Pure Steel Records 2018 - Brandnew US-Metal, 2018 Rerelease, with 2 Bonustracks, lim. to 300 black copies
FOR FANS OF: DIO, Morgana Lefay, Metal Church, Malteze, WARLOCK and YNGWIE MALMSTEEN
CHEVALIER - Chapitre II (NEW*LIM.350 GREEN VINYL*SPEED METAL*ACID*SATAN'S FALL) – 18 €
Gates Of Hell Records2018 - Limited Edition of 350 copies in green vinyl!
Chevalier is Classic NWOBHM influenced Speed/Heavy Metal with Female Vocals ! For Fans of Portrait, Satan's Fall, Savage Master, Satan's
Hallow, ACID
Blinding, take no prisoners, female-fronted speed metal from the land of a thousand lakes that shows no mercy!
Vinyl release of Chevaliers sold-out 2018 Chapitre II EP, includes previously-unreleased Brocas Helm cover: Fly High

Rapidly becoming one of the most sought-after bands in the Scandinavian metal underground, Chevaliers brand of boundless speed metal is
instantly identifiable in an age where thrash and speed metal has become sterile.
Too often, hitting the rewind button on speed or thrash metal reveals bands more interested in rehashing past glories than offering
something new. The speed/thrash explosion of the mid-?00s displayed that if anything, its far too easy to slap on a jean jacket, queue up
Bonded by Blood, form a band, borrow some riffs and release subpar, uninspired material.
Which brings us to Helsinki, Finland for an introduction to Chevalier, one of the most fiery and unique bands to hit the speed metal
pavement in recent memory. Formed a mere two years ago, Chevalier (who consist of vocalist Emma Grönqvist, the guitar tandem of
Tommi and Mikko, bassist Sebastian Bergman and drummer Joel), immediately got to work in their rehearsal room, whereupon they
recorded their A Call to Arms debut EP. While their recent split with Legionnaire recorded in a traditional studio, the band opted to return
to the comfortable environs of their rehearsal room for the tracking of Chaptire II. Sure enough, it has given Chevalier a throttling, reverbsoaked sound that catapults speak not only to the bands speedy roots, but the labyrinthine song constructions similar to NWOBHM
upstarts Hell and Mercyful Fate. Chapitre II is the band?s most diverse release to date, as evidenced by the expanded song lengths and
oftentimes adventurous song layouts. Grönqvist, in her banshee-wailing, scream-queen glory, turns in a riveting performance, holding
steady against relentless thrash beats and triumphant gallops. The songs themselves tackle a wealth of topics: ?The Messenger? is about
the rush to deliver a crucial message to one?s kingdom before paranoia kicks in; Wrath of Steel details a warriors thoughts on a bloody
battlefield, and The Curse of the Dead Star is about impending doom from outer space.
The combination of fantasy and science fiction lyrics along with urgent, challenging, melody-laden speed metal instantly sets Chevalier
apart from the pack, where every song is more than just a simple headbang-a-thon ? they are journeys onto themselves.
CIRITH UNGOL - Witch's Game (NEW*LIM.BLACK VINYL*US METAL*NEW SONG) – 17 €
Metal Blade Records 2018 - Brandnew Limited black vinyl, brand new song + unreleased live track Doomed Planet (Live at Hammer of
Doom)
First new CIRITH UNGOL song in 27 years and stunning as ever!
Track listing:
1) Witch's Game
2) Doomed Planet (Live at Hammer Of Doom)
CIRITH UNGOL - Witch's Game (NEW*LIM.300 ORANGE/RED VINYL*US METAL*NEW SONG) – 18 €
Metal Blade Records 2018 - Brandnew Limited Pastel Orange/Red Marbled Vinyl (ltd. 300) brand new song + unreleased live track Doomed
Planet (Live at Hammer of Doom)
First new CIRITH UNGOL song in 27 years and stunning as ever!
CIRITH UNGOL - Witch's Game (NEW*LIM.500 PICTURE VINYL*US METAL*NEW SONG) – 18 €
Metal Blade Records 2018 - Brandnew Limited 500 Picture Vinyl - brand new song + unreleased live track Doomed Planet (Live at Hammer
of Doom)
First new CIRITH UNGOL song in 27 years and stunning as ever!
CONTROL DENIED - The Fragile Art of Existence DLP (NEW*LIM.BLACK V.*US METAL*CHUCK SCHULDINER*TIM AYMAR) – 26 €
Relapse Records 2018 - Limited double black vinyl, gatefold, download code, CONTROL DENIED, the progressive heavy metal brainchild of
legendary DEATH mastermind Chuck Schuldiner, released its first and only album The Fragile Art Of Existence (1999) to massive critical
acclaim with the help of the great Voice from Tim Aymar (Pharaoh)
The Fragile Art Of Existence is the sound of traditional metal stepping into a new century; an album where the experiences and inspirations
of trail-blazing, world-class musicians coalesced under the watchful eye of one of the genre's master craftsmen. Now available for the first
time ever as an official vinyl release, The Fragile Art Of Existence has been remastered and beautifully repackaged.
Bass – Steve DiGiorgio
Drums – Richard Christy
Guitar – Chuck Schuldiner, Shannon Hamm
Voice – Tim Aymar
CRIPPLED BLACK PHOENIX - Great Escape DLP (NEW*LIM.ED. BLACK VINYL*UK DARK ROCK MASTERPIECE) – 22 €
Season of Mist Records 2018 - Limited Double LP in deluxe gatefold sleeve LTD to 1st pressing Black Vinyl !
With 'Great Escape', UK dark rockers CRIPPLED BLACK PHOENIX take you on their new adventure and let you explore their sonic cosmos
even further, where all its emotions are reflected on to this earth. From the angry “Rain Black”, to the unnerving “Madman” and forgiving
“Nebulas”, CRIPPLED BLACK PHOENIX arise once more.
CRIPPLED BLACK PHOENIX - Great Escape DLP (NEW*LIM.ED. 350 RED VINYL*UK DARK ROCK MASTERPIECE) – 24 €
Season of Mist Records 2018 - Limited Transparent red double vinyl in deluxe printed inner sleeves on 180g board with matt varnish,
packed in deluxe gatefold with matt lamination and UV spot gloss. Limited to 350 copies worlwide.
With 'Great Escape', UK dark rockers CRIPPLED BLACK PHOENIX take you on their new adventure and let you explore their sonic cosmos
even further, where all its emotions are reflected on to this earth. From the angry “Rain Black”, to the unnerving “Madman” and forgiving
“Nebulas”, CRIPPLED BLACK PHOENIX arise once more.
CRYSTAVOX - Same (NEW*LIM.150 PURPLE V.*US WHITE MELODIC METAL*QUEENSRYCHE*H.SOLDIER) – 28 €
Roxx Records 2018 - Crystavox ‘Crystavox’ will be released on a one time vinyl pressing of 500 pieces with 150 on a beautiful limited edition
purple vinyl and 350 on shiny black vinyl, and all feature a beautiful glossy lyric sheet insert.
Fantastic melodic US White Metal with high pitched Vocals and unbelievable great Guitar Work - originally released in 1990 !
For Fans of Queensryche, Sacred Warrior, Holy Soldier, Dokken, Stryper, Helix
CRYSTAVOX - Same (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK V.*US WHITE MELODIC METAL*QUEENSRYCHE*H.SOLDIER) – 26 €

Roxx Records 2018 - Crystavox ‘Crystavox’ will be released on a one time vinyl pressing of 500 pieces with 150 on a beautiful limited edition
purple vinyl and 350 on shiny black vinyl, and all feature a beautiful glossy lyric sheet insert.
Fantastic melodic US White Metal with high pitched Vocals and unbelievable great Guitar Work - originally released in 1990 !
For Fans of Queensryche, Sacred Warrior, Holy Soldier, Dokken, Stryper, Helix
CRYSTAVOX - The Bottom Line (NEW*LIM.150 RED V.* US WHITE MELODIC METAL*QUEENSRYCHE*H.SOLDIER) – 28 €
Roxx Records 2018 - Crystavox ‘The Bottom Line’ will be released on a one time vinyl pressing of 500 pieces with 150 on a beautiful limited
edition translucent red vinyl and 350 on shiny black vinyl, and all feature a beautiful glossy lyric sheet insert.
Fantastic melodic US White Metal with high pitched Vocals and unbelievable great Guitar Work - originally released in 1992 !
For Fans of Queensryche, Sacred Warrior, Holy Soldier, Dokken, Stryper, Helix
CRYSTAVOX - The Bottom Line (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK V.* US WHITE MELODIC METAL*QUEENSRYCHE*H.SOLDIER) – 26 €
Roxx Records 2018 - Crystavox ‘The Bottom Line’ will be released on a one time vinyl pressing of 500 pieces with 150 on a beautiful limited
edition translucent red vinyl and 350 on shiny black vinyl, and all feature a beautiful glossy lyric sheet insert.
Fantastic melodic US White Metal with high pitched Vocals and unbelievable great Guitar Work - originally released in 1992 !
For Fans of Queensryche, Sacred Warrior, Holy Soldier, Dokken, Stryper, Helix
DAMASCUS - Cold Horizon (NEW*LIM.300 GREEN V.*NWOBHM CLASSIC) – 18 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Limited reissue 2018, green cover, transparent green vinyl, ltd 300, 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, 4 page insert
Epic NWOBHM Classic for Fans of Trespass, Praying Mantis, Omega with some of the best Vocals of this era !
With their one and only, self-published 12" EP from 1984 Damascus carved their name into Heavy Metal history. Whereas in a lot of cases
the "importance" of a band gets blown out of all proportion because of the rarity of the vinyl, this is not true regarding N.W.O.B.H.M.
legend Damascus. The four songs on their "Open your Eyes" 12" are just so good musically that it is hard to overlook the sheer quality of
this rather obscure outfit from the Merseyside area. Speaking strictly in musical terms, "Open your Eyes", "Something on my Mind", "Cold
Horizon" and "Midnight Train" are brilliant Heavy Metal songs with a very strong production.
DAMASCUS - Cold Horizon (NEW*LIM.200 BLACK V.*NWOBHM CLASSIC) – 18 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Limited reissue 2018, green cover, black vinyl, ltd 200, 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, 4 page insert
Epic NWOBHM Classic for Fans of Trespass, Praying Mantis, Omega with some of the best Vocals of this era !
DEATH - Individual Thought Patterns DLP (NEW*LIM. SILVER 25th Anniversary EDITION + 8 BONUS LIVE) – 28 €
Relapse Records 2018 - Limited reissue 2018, 25th Anniversary edition, double silver vinyl, gatefold cover, deluxe limited edition one time
pressing of DEATH's classic fifth album, featuring expanded packaging and a bonus LP of a live concert from Germany in 1993!
DEATH, the heavy metal institution founded, realized, and helmed by legendary guitarist Chuck Schuldiner, released the Individual Thought
Patterns album (the follow-up to their watershed Human release) in 1993.
Expectations were high following Human, but Schuldiner proved once again that he could rise to any occasion. Individual Thought Patterns
further honed the forward-thinking and progressive direction birthed with Human, and included “The Philosopher”; arguably the best song
to ever come from the world of extreme metal and to this date the most widely-recognized.
Remixed by DEATH mastering engineer Alan Douches (West West Side), remastered, repackaged and featuring tons of newly unearthed and
previously unreleased demo and live tracks, this is the ultimate version of Individual Thought Patterns.
DEATH - Leprosy DLP (NEW*LIM. MILKY CLEAR 30th Anniversary EDITION + LIVE BONUS) – 28 €
Relapse, reissue 2018, 30th Anniversary edition, double milky clear vinyl, gatefold cover, deluxe limited edition one time pressing of
DEATH?s legendary second album, featuring expanded packaging and a bonus LP featuring 10 Leprosy rehearsal recordings!
DEATH's immensely influential second album Leprosy originally released in 1988 was a pioneering album, building upon the thrash sounds
of Metallica and Slayer but adding a previously unheard level of raw extremity. These songs are the roots of an entire genre: death metal.
While this was only the second record DEATH release, it immediately cemented them as heavy metal icons.
EGYPT - Same (NEW*LIM.100 SPLATTER V.* RERELEASE '88*NWOBHM) – 22 €
Alone Records 2018 - Brandnew Limited Edition of 100 copies in Splatter Vinyl + Sticker + Poster, Hand numbered, NWOBHM Classic
Egypt's original line-up first got together in a squat in Shepherds Bush, London in late 1987, but the story really begins a few weeks before
when ex-Groundhogs bass player Alan Fish and ex-Jethro Tull drummer Clive Bunker were asked to record the very first album release
(literally serial number 001) for the then fledgling record label HTD Records (HTD are now Talking Elephant Records and deal with Wishbone
Ash, Fairport Convention, Ritchie Blackmore, Steven Stills, etc.). Also included was guitarist Don Greer (ex-Bachman Turner Overdrive and
others).
EGYPT - Same (NEW*LIM.150 BLACK VINYL* RERELEASE '88*NWOBHM) – 20 €
Alone Records 2018 - Brandnew Limited Edition of 150 copies in Black Vinyl + Sticker + Hand numbered, NWOBHM Classic
Egypt's original line-up first got together in a squat in Shepherds Bush, London in late 1987, but the story really begins a few weeks before
when ex-Groundhogs bass player Alan Fish and ex-Jethro Tull drummer Clive Bunker were asked to record the very first album release
(literally serial number 001) for the then fledgling record label HTD Records (HTD are now Talking Elephant Records and deal with Wishbone
Ash, Fairport Convention, Ritchie Blackmore, Steven Stills, etc.). Also included was guitarist Don Greer (ex-Bachman Turner Overdrive and
others).
ETHEL THE FROG - Same (NEW*LIM.200 BLACK VINYL*NWOBHM CLASSIC 1980) – 18 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Brandnew Vinyl - ltd 500, 200 x black + 300 x silver vinyl, 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, insert, poster, A5
promo photo
This is a Black Vinyl copy !
NWOBHM Classic - listed on the »Metal For Muthas« compilation

ETHEL THE FROG - Same (NEW*LIM.300 SILVER VINYL*NWOBHM CLASSIC 1980) – 19 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Brandnew Vinyl - ltd 500, 200 x black + 300 x silver vinyl, 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, insert, poster, A5
promo photo
This is a Silver Vinyl copy !
NWOBHM Classic - listed on the »Metal For Muthas« compilation
FASTWAY - Eat Dog Eat (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK V.*FAST EDDIE CLARKE/MOTÖRHEAD) – 22 €
Night Of The Vinyl Dead Records 2018 - Brandnew ltd 400 Copies handnumbered, black vinyl, insert
For the first time on Vinyl - EX-Motörhead guitar player Fast Eddie Clarke (R.I.P.) with his last Fastway album from 2011 - finally on black
wax ! Fantastic Hard Rock Album !
GASKIN - End of the World (NEW*LIM.300 BLUE VINYL*NWOBHM CLASSIC*PRAYING MANTIS) – 18 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Brandnew limited reissue 2018, transparent electric blue vinyl, ltd 300, gatefold cover.
NWOBHM Classic for Fans of Prying Mantis, Lionheart or Witchfynde
Formed in Scunthorpe, North Lincolnshire, in the late 1970s, New Wave Of British Heavy Metal protagonists Gaskin comprised of singer,
guitarist, and all-around main man Paul Gaskin, bassist Stef Prokopzuk and drummer Dave Norman. The band's first demo from April 1980
featured the songs “Sweet Dream Maker”, “Despiser”, “End Of The World” and “I'm No Fool” and was recorded at Fairview studios in Hull.
Through the demo's engineer, Ron Neave, who had worked with Witchfynde, the band got in contact with Witchfynde's label Rondelet
Records and quickly sealed a record deal.
Live Gaskin opened up for Girlschool, Vardis and Wishbone Ash (to name just a few). Legendary Metal DJ Neal Kay got in touch with the
band and the demo soon hit heavy rotation at the HM Bandwagon in London. In April 1981, Gaskin's first 7” single featuring “I'm No Fool”
and “Sweet Dream Maker” was released.
The band had gradually evolved from a punk-tinged metal outfit towards a more melodic hard rock style in the vein of Praying Mantis or
Lionheart, with Paul Gaskin's extraordinary guitar work being the main selling point of the group. A few critics have pointed out slight
similarities between Gary Moore and Paul Gaskin in their soulful, blues-tinged approach to classic hard rock music.
Gaskin's debut album »End Of The World« was originally released in 1981. The band then hit the road playing live all across the United
Kingdom to promote the record.
GASKIN - End of the World (NEW*LIM.200 BLACK VINYL*NWOBHM CLASSIC*PRAYING MANTIS) – 17 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Brandnew reissue 2018, black vinyl, ltd 200, gatefold cover.
NWOBHM Classic for Fans of Prying Mantis, Lionheart or Witchfynde
HAMMER KING - Poseidon Will Carry Us Home (LIM.200 BLUE VINYL*GER POWER METAL*MANOWAR*R.WILD) – 21 €
Cruz Del Sur 2018 - Brandnew limited Blue Vinyl (200), Insert, Download Code
Crucial third album from German classic power metal outfit Hammer King, Poseidon Will Carry Us Home features a series of taut, but also
mighty songs, including their most adventurous feat to date: The Nautical Trilogy detailing the epic adventures of The King himself with
former ROSS THE BOSS vocalist Patrick Fuchs on vocals
For Fans of Heavy Metal in the tradition of Manowar, Ross the Boss, Iron Maiden, Judas Priest with more than a reference to German
Power Metal like Running Wild, Majesty, Heaven's Gate or Helloween
Simply a brilliant combination of melody and might, all wrapped up in a warm, natural production job by Powerwolfs Charles Greywolf.
Hammer Kings debut album Kingdom of the Hammer King saw the light of day in 2015, with King is Rising following a year after. Both
albums quickly established the German four-piece (featuring vocalist/guitarist Titan Fox V., guitarist Gino Wilde, bassist K.K. Basement and
drummer Dolph Macallan) as a fresh, powerful force in classic power metal circles.
After a fruitful studio session with Powerwolf bassist Charles Greywolf at his own Greywolf Studios, Hammer King has emerged with their
pivotal third album, Poseidon Will Carry Us Home. Featuring 12 songs of pure and bombastic true metal, Poseidon Will Carry Us Home finds
Hammer King honing in on their obvious strengths and expanding their sonic palette at the same time.
The bands trademark gallop and twin guitar interplay is complemented by the smooth, clean vocal delivery of Fox V., who turns in several
spirited chorus choices on Warriors of Angelhill and Where the Hammer Hangs. Traditional cuts like The King Is A Deadly Machine and
Battle Of War? are simply German metal at its fist-pumping best. However, it is the Nautical Trilogy that marks the greatest creative leap
for Hammer King. Featuring the opening title track, At the Mercy of Waves and We Sail Cape Horn, the Nautical Trilogy is where Hammer
Kings penchant for epic songcraft and heroic melodies takes flight, immersing the listener deep into the perilous sea as the band details the
journey of The King. Hammer Kings immense, unyielding faith in The King is rewarded across Poseidon Will Carry Us Home. The formidable
challenge of the third album has been met. Come along to the court of The King and bask in the glow of Hammer Kings greatest triumph to
date. Long live The King!
HAMMER KING - Poseidon Will Carry Us Home (LIM.300 BLACK VINYL*GER POWER METAL*MANOWAR*R.WILD) – 18 €
Cruz Del Sur 2018 - Brandnew limited Black Vinyl (300), Insert, Download Code
Crucial third album from German classic power metal outfit Hammer King, Poseidon Will Carry Us Home features a series of taut, but also
mighty songs, including their most adventurous feat to date: The Nautical Trilogy detailing the epic adventures of The King himself with
former ROSS THE BOSS vocalist Patrick Fuchs on vocals
For Fans of Heavy Metal in the tradition of Manowar, Ross the Boss, Iron Maiden, Judas Priest with more than a reference to German
Power Metal like Running Wild, Majesty, Heaven's Gate or Helloween
HELLANBACH - The Big H: The Hellanbach Anthology (NEW*LIM.DLP WHITE VINYL*NWOBHM) – 22 €
Black On Black Records 2018 - New limited double white vinyl, gatefold cover
Brandnew reissue "The Big H - The Hellanbach Anthology", originally released in 2002.
Tyneside, England's Hellanbach were often touted as the New Wave of British Heavy Metal's answer to Van Halen. Thanks in large part to
their crowd-pleasing party attitude and upbeat hard rock tunes, constant gigging all over the Northeast of England made Hellanbach a
popular attraction on the scene.
For Fans of Saxon, Accept, Van Halen

HITTEN - Twist of Fate (NEW*SPA HEAVY METAL*LIM.200 BLACK V.*RIOT*ENFORCER*LEATHERWOLF) – 18 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 200 x black vinyl, gatefold cover, insert
Brandnew 3rd full length from of the best bands of the new wave of traditional heavy metal, return with a massive album. Great gig at the
HOA 2018 !
Classic Heavy/Speed Metal from Spain with IRON COURTAIN - member - absolutely Killer 80ies metal with killer Vocals + high pitched
Screams - Iron Maiden meets Steeler - this is a real must have !
Highly recommended for fans of RIOT, ENFORCER, Striker, early-IRON MAIDEN, Twisted Tower Dire, Leatherwolf, Fifth Angel, Crimson
Glory, Shok Paris, Metal Church
HITTEN - Twist of Fate (NEW*SPA HEAVY METAL*LIM.300 BLUE V.*RIOT*ENFORCER*FIFTH ANGEL) – 19 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 300 x transparent aqua blue vinyl, gatefold cover, insert
Brandnew 3rd full length from of the best bands of the new wave of traditional heavy metal, return with a massive album. Great gig at the
HOA 2018 !
Classic Heavy/Speed Metal from Spain with IRON COURTAIN - member - absolutely Killer 80ies metal with killer Vocals + high pitched
Screams - Iron Maiden meets Steeler - this is a real must have !
Highly recommended for fans of RIOT, ENFORCER, Striker, early-IRON MAIDEN, Twisted Tower Dire, Leatherwolf, Fifth Angel, Crimson
Glory, Shok Paris, Metal Church

IRONFLAME - Tales Of Splendor And Sorrow (NEW*LIM.200 LP + 7"*US PRESS*I.MAIDEN*NIGHT DEMON) – 28 €
US Private Press 2018 - US Direct Import ! Brandnew 2nd Album - Killer US Metal ! Great Show at the KIT 2018 !
Limited US Edition of 200 copies only in Black Vinyl + Insert + Extra 7" Ironflame - Sword And Shield.
FOR FANS OF: IRON MAIDEN, HOLY GRAIL, NIGHT DEMON, HIGH SPIRITS and AMBUSH
Inspired by growing up listening to epic metal legends such as Iron Maiden, Savatage, Helloween, and Judas Priest, multiinstrumentalist Andrew D'Cagna formed IRONFLAME in late-2016 as an outlet for crafting soaring, melodic heavy/power
metal of his own. After the immensely positive response toward IRONFLAME's Divebomb Records debut, Lightning Strikes the
Crown, motivation for a follow-up surfaced rather quickly. Utilizing the tried-and-true formula of "if it's not broken, don't fix
it," the entire process remained largely the same—as fast and improvisational as before.
Rather than release another full-length album, the original concept was to compose a lyrically ambiguous five-song EP
nodding to Greco-Roman mythology. The initial tracks paid homage to Nemesis (Goddess of Revenge), Prometheus (God of
Fire), Ares (God of War), Theia (Goddess of Shining Light), and Orpheus (God of Music). Lyrics were penned and the ideas
were presented to contributing lead guitarist Jim Dofka (Psycho Scream, Leather, Dofka), who loved the theme, but felt that
Andrew should continue writing and flesh out another full-length after all.
Heeding Jim's advice, D'Cagna returned to the studio and decided to shift gears for the remaining compositions, which dwell
largely upon the human condition through shared experiences such as temptation, seduction, betrayal, rage, and vengeance.
Album closer, "Our Great Defender," is the one exception: an allegorical tribute to the late, great heavy metal icon Ronnie
James Dio.
KHEMMIS – Desolation (NEW*LIM.BLACK V.*US EPIC/DOOM*SOLSTICE) – 18 €
Nuclear Blast Records 2018 - Brandnew 3rd Album from this Epic/Doom Metal Sensation from the USA ! Limited Black Vinyl
Awesome is the diversity in the style of the band’s music as it can change very quickly from the Maiden/Lizzy style harmonies to a
monolithic doom section and the varied singing styles really provide a superb dynamic.
For Fans of Pallbearer, While Heaven Wept, Iron Maiden meets High on Fire, Solstice, Sorcerer
MANILLA ROAD - Metal (NEW*LIM.300 BONE VINYL*US EPIC METAL CLASSIC) – 19 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Brandnew reissue 2018, bone vinyl, ltd 300, 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, insert
“Metal” was Manilla Road's follow up album to their legendary debut “Invasion” (issued via their own Roadster Records in 1980). In
contrast to other bands starting out, “Invasion” and “Metal” (originally released on Roadster in 1982) are not too similar in style and
substance. According to Mark Shelton, there is a reason for that: “There was a whole album and another three song demo that had been
recorded between the time that we recorded 'Invasion' and 'Metal'. I am referring to what eventually turned out to be released as 'Mark of
the Beast'. So there was a learning curve between those two projects. 'Invasion' was recorded with analog guitar processors and 'Metal'
was more like it should really be, with Marshall Amps miked up and turned up. Huge difference in the sound of the guitars on 'Metal'. I'm
not saying 'Metal' was a great recording but it was a great leap forward for us at the time.”
In contrast to "Invasion" there was only one single vinyl pressing of 2,000 copies with no re-pressing. Manilla Road went on to working on
the “Crystal Logic” album almost immediately after “Metal” and never looked back.
MANILLA ROAD - Crystal Logic (NEW*LIM.300 PURPLE V.*US EPIC METAL MASTERPIECE '83) – 18 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Brandnew 300 x grimace purple vinyl, 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, insert
US EPIC METAL Masterpiece from 1983 !
MANILLA ROAD - Invasion (NEW*LIM.300 BLUE VINYL*US EPIC METAL 1980*DEBUT ALBUM) – 19 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Brandnew reissue 2018, transparent electric blue vinyl, ltd 300, 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, restored original
cover art, insert, mastered for vinyl by Patrick W. Engel at Temple of Disharmony
The first steps of a new band are always something special … the first gig … the first record. “Invasion“ is an extraordinary album by an
extraordinary band. It's Manilla Road's debut platter. Originally released on Roadster Records in 1980.
Mark Shelton - Guitars, Vocals
Scott Park - Bass

Rick Fisher - Drums
MELIAH RAGE - Solitary Solitude (NEW*US THRASH METAL CLASSIC 1990*LIM.180gr. BLACK VINYL) – 19 €
Hammerheart Records 2018 - Classic US Thrash Metal from 1990, remastered 180gr. Black Vinyl ! For Fans of Overkill, Wargasm, Anthrax
Despite still hanging on and actively performing even today, Meliah Rage still has not climbed the ladder of heavy metal. Back in 1990, they
tried to leap forward a bit by hardening their sound, maybe become a bit more known. The result was their sophomore effort, the classic
Metal album "Solitary Solitude". This album still retains some of the group's US Power Metal roots, but overall an even sharper turn
towards thrash has been taken, resulting in a mostly mid-paced record that is comparable to Anthrax and even some of Overkill's stuff.
The crew from "Kill To Survive" returns with a vengeance for this one. Once again Anthony Nichols and Jim Koury are the heroes, their
guitar skills having been sharpened nicely in between albums. Their forceful rhythms and riffs are still remain strong, but their solos and
breaks in particular are a big step up from the shredding on the debut.
Despite going down a thrashier path, much of the music on here is not all that fast. Much of it doesn't go past mid-paced, savoring riffage
for speed. An aggressive onslaught of catchiness, delivered in the form of palm-muted text book thrash metal. There are a few hints of
power metal and straight forward heavy metal textures, but for the most part however, this is straight forward bonafide thrash!
MELIAH RAGE - Kill To Survive (NEW*US SPEED METAL CLASSIC '88* LIM.180gr. BLACK VINYL) – 19 €
Hammerheart Records 2018 - Classic US Speed Metal from 1988, remastered 180gr. Black Vinyl !! For Fans of Metal Church, Metallaica,
Flotsam + Jetsam !
While Boston’s Meliah Rage segued into thrashier territory with the admittedly-spectacular “Solitary Solitude”, their finest moment has to
be the debut “Kill to Survive”. This record is a stone-cold heavy metal classic, fusing classic-sounding riffs with incendiary thrash intensity,
epic vocals and an acrobatic, multifarious grasp of the disparate elements that contribute to the overall sound. One could say that “Kill to
Survive” feels a lot like Metal Church, but there is some Metallica sprinkled in there as well amid an ephemeral smattering of Flotsam and
Jetsam’s eccentricities. A very compact listen at only seven tracks including the lengthy instrumental eponymous cut (on the original, the
Japanse bonus track “Kill to Surive” is now added).
Some all-time classics for sure, like the stage-setting riff powerhouse “Beginning of the End,” the more classic-sounding gruffness of “Enter
the Darkness” and the fan’s favourite: the swirling, thrashing madness of the spectacular “Impaling Doom,” which shuffles through snappy,
direct riffs while Mike Munro’s threatening howl commands instant moshing. Deviations from this norm do exist, like the slower, lyrically
atypical “Bates Motel”, and the instrumental “Meliah Rage,” which does get quite fucking heavy in spots.
Regardless, it’s just a fucking cool style, with song structure that feels influenced more by traditional heavy metal than thrash, although the
riffs have that spastic edge to them that spices up the already competent cultivation of atmosphere. Munro certainly doesn’t wax
philosophical or anything - Meliah Rage don’t have much of a message outside of banging the head that doesn’t fucking bang. Absolutely
nothing on this record is less than Metal history, and the late ‘80s production really gives the grafted-together genre fusion a stable sonic
footing. This is one of the better guitar sounds one has ever heard, tailor-made for the more trad riffs but loose enough to open up during
the thrashing.
MERCYFUL FATE / KING DIAMOND - Fate meets the King DLP (NEW*LIM.175 PINK VINYL) – 30 €
Reek of Death Records 2018 - US Direct Import - Split Double LP by heavy metals greatest 2 acts of all time Live Sao Paulo, Brasil 8/24/1996.
GREAT SOUND QUALITY and very limited press for diehard maniacs 175 Pink Vinyl and 175 Green Vinyl !
First Mercyful Fate goes on stage does a small set then right directly after King Diamond does another half set to follow, one of the only
times in history both bands played back to back like that.
This is a Pink Vinyl Copy !
MYSTO DYSTO - The Rules Have Been Disturbed + DEMO DLP (NEW*LIM.175 BLACK V.) – 29 €
Dark Symphonies/ The Crypt 2018 - Limited double black vinyl, ltd 175, gatefold cover, the best Speed Metal Band from the Netherlands !
Fantastic 80's Speed Metal for Fans of Angel Dust, Holy Terror, Agent Steel, Mandator
Dutch based speed metal act MYSTO DYSTO (pre-MANDATOR), their debut and only album "The Rules Have Been Disturbed" album plus as
a bonus, the band's "No AIDS in Hell" demo tracks.
This LP will be designed after the original LP, taking elements from the original layouts with attention to detail, even down to the logo and
typeface for a touch of nostalgia. Also included are classic, unpublished band photos and brand new liner notes from original founding
member Marcel Verdurmen.
MYSTO DYSTO - The Rules Have Been Disturbed + DEMO DLP (NEW*LIM.150 BLUE V.) – 29 €
Dark Symphonies/ The Crypt 2018 - Limited double Royal Blue vinyl, ltd 150, gatefold cover, the best Speed Metal Band from the
Netherlands !
Fantastic 80's Speed Metal for Fans of Angel Dust, Holy Terror, Agent Steel, Mandator
Dutch based speed metal act MYSTO DYSTO (pre-MANDATOR), their debut and only album "The Rules Have Been Disturbed" album plus as
a bonus, the band's "No AIDS in Hell" demo tracks.
MYSTO DYSTO - The Rules Have Been Disturbed + DEMO DLP (NEW*LIM.175 RED V.) – 29 €
Dark Symphonies/ The Crypt 2018 - Limited double Red vinyl, ltd 175, gatefold cover, the best Speed Metal Band from the Netherlands !
Fantastic 80's Speed Metal for Fans of Angel Dust, Holy Terror, Agent Steel, Mandator
Dutch based speed metal act MYSTO DYSTO (pre-MANDATOR), their debut and only album "The Rules Have Been Disturbed" album plus as
a bonus, the band's "No AIDS in Hell" demo tracks.
This LP will be designed after the original LP, taking elements from the original layouts with attention to detail, even down to the logo and
typeface for a touch of nostalgia. Also included are classic, unpublished band photos and brand new liner notes from original founding
member Marcel Verdurmen.
N.M.E. - Unholy Death / Machine of War (NEW*LIM.200 BLACK V.*POSSESSED*HELLHAMMER) – 25 €

Dark Symphonies/ The Crypt 2018 - This true obscure gem of from 1986 of black death thrash needs no introduction! Forget the lame
BOOTLEG pic LP or spending up to $100+ on eBay for the original LP! We present the only OFFICIAL single LP vinyl re-issue of N.M.E's cult
album "Unholy Death" + "Machine of War" demo as bonus tracks.
Presented in a 350 gram, jacket featuring the original LP artwork and printed lyric insert. Along side such pioneers as POSSESSED, BATHORY,
HELLHAMMER and VENOM, N.M.E. stands tall as one of the true originators of Black and Death metal as we know it today! A necessity for
any extreme metal fan.
Limited to 500 hand-numbered copies, 200 sets will be on classic black vinyl, 100 on clear smoke with silver color in color vinyl (DDR
Exclusive), 100 on clear smoke with white color in color vinyl and 100 on crystal clear vinyl.
This is a Black Vinyl Copy !
N.M.E. - Unholy Death / Machine of War (NEW*LIM.100 SMOKE V.*POSSESSED*HELLHAMMER) – 25 €
Dark Symphonies/ The Crypt 2018 - This true obscure gem of from 1986 of black death thrash needs no introduction! Forget the lame
BOOTLEG pic LP or spending up to $100+ on eBay for the original LP! We present the only OFFICIAL single LP vinyl re-issue of N.M.E's cult
album "Unholy Death" + "Machine of War" demo as bonus tracks.
Presented in a 350 gram, jacket featuring the original LP artwork and printed lyric insert. Along side such pioneers as POSSESSED, BATHORY,
HELLHAMMER and VENOM, N.M.E. stands tall as one of the true originators of Black and Death metal as we know it today! A necessity for
any extreme metal fan.
Limited to 500 hand-numbered copies, 200 sets will be on classic black vinyl, 100 on clear smoke with silver color in color vinyl (DDR
Exclusive), 100 on clear smoke with white color in color vinyl and 100 on crystal clear vinyl.
This is clear smoke with white color Vinyl Copy !
N.M.E. - Unholy Death / Machine of War (NEW*LIM.100 CLEAR V.*POSSESSED*HELLHAMMER) – 25 €
Dark Symphonies/ The Crypt 2018 - This true obscure gem of from 1986 of black death thrash needs no introduction! Forget the lame
BOOTLEG pic LP or spending up to $100+ on eBay for the original LP! We present the only OFFICIAL single LP vinyl re-issue of N.M.E's cult
album "Unholy Death" + "Machine of War" demo as bonus tracks.
Presented in a 350 gram, jacket featuring the original LP artwork and printed lyric insert. Along side such pioneers as POSSESSED, BATHORY,
HELLHAMMER and VENOM, N.M.E. stands tall as one of the true originators of Black and Death metal as we know it today! A necessity for
any extreme metal fan.
Limited to 500 hand-numbered copies, 200 sets will be on classic black vinyl, 100 on clear smoke with silver color in color vinyl (DDR
Exclusive), 100 on clear smoke with white color in color vinyl and 100 on crystal clear vinyl.
This is a crystal clear color Vinyl Copy !
PHARAOH - After the Fire (NEW*LIM.500 BLACK VINYL*US METAL MASTERPIECE) – 18 €
Cruz Del Sur 2018 - Brandnew limited Edition in black vinyl, 1st time on vinyl with a different mixing and a more appropriate mastering.
Originally released in 2003 !
US Metal Masterpiece - their magnificent Debut Album! Fantastic US METAL again with the outstanding voice of Tim Aymar, great
Leadguitar in the Maiden way, killer Riffs and Songs for the US Metal eternity !
For Fans of Iron Maiden, Judas Priest
MEMBERS OF DAWNBRINGER; HIGH SPIRITS; CONTROL DENIED
Q5 - Steel The Light (NEW*LIM.BLACK V.+BONUS CD*US MELODIC METAL CLASSIC*SHOK PARIS*DOKKEN*F.ANGEL) – 22 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - US Melodic Metal Classic ! Limited Black Vinyl edition - 400 copies includes “Steel The Light” album and the 12
bonus tracks are included in extra CD in cardboard sleeve. LP comes with 2 cover sleeves (slipcase and regular) including also the cover from
the first Albatross pressing, insert with lyrics, photos and liner notes.
Q5 is a Seattle, Washington, based band formed in 1983 and their music is a blend of hard rock, melodic and straight-forward heavy metal.
"Steel The Light", originally released in 1984, is one of the classic U.S. metal albums of the 80s that stood the test of time, including all-time
favorite songs like "Lonely Lady", "Pull The Trigger" and "Steel The Light".
The Q5 debut album, “Steel The Light” also had Floyd Rose on guitars, inventor of the Floyd Rose locking tremolo system, a device that was
used by guitarists like Eddie Van Halen, Steve Vai, Joe Satriani, Kirk Hammett and many more guitar legends.
Highly recommended for fans of DOKKEN, PRETTY MAIDS, NIGHTSHADE, FIFTH ANGEL and SHOK PARIS.
Q5 - Steel The Light (NEW*LIM.100 BLUE V.+BONUS CD*US MELODIC METAL CLASSIC*SHOK PARIS*DOKKEN*F.ANGEL) – 33 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - US Melodic Metal Classic ! Limited Blue Vinyl edition - 100 copies includes “Steel The Light” album and the 12
bonus tracks are included in extra CD in cardboard sleeve. LP comes with 2 cover sleeves (slipcase and regular) including also the cover from
the first Albatross pressing, insert with lyrics, photos and liner notes.
Q5 is a Seattle, Washington, based band formed in 1983 and their music is a blend of hard rock, melodic and straight-forward heavy metal.
"Steel The Light", originally released in 1984, is one of the classic U.S. metal albums of the 80s that stood the test of time, including all-time
favorite songs like "Lonely Lady", "Pull The Trigger" and "Steel The Light".
The Q5 debut album, “Steel The Light” also had Floyd Rose on guitars, inventor of the Floyd Rose locking tremolo system, a device that was
used by guitarists like Eddie Van Halen, Steve Vai, Joe Satriani, Kirk Hammett and many more guitar legends.
Highly recommended for fans of DOKKEN, PRETTY MAIDS, NIGHTSHADE, FIFTH ANGEL and SHOK PARIS.
Q5 - Steel The Light (NEW*LIM.100 BOXSET*US MELODIC METAL CLASSIC*SHOK PARIS*DOKKEN*F.ANGEL) – 100 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - US Melodic Metal Classic !
Limited edition of 100 hand numbered copies box set, including:
- Exclusive blue with black splatters LP with 2 cover sleeves (slipcase and regular) including also the cover from the first Albatross pressing,
insert and bonus CD in cardboard sleeve with the 12 bonus tracks.
- The double CD version.
- Special exclusive t-shirt.
- Patch.

RIOT - Archives Volume 1: 1976-1981 DLP (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK V. + DVD*US METAL CLASSIC) – 23 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Brandnew Vinyl ltd 1000, 150 x silver vinyl (HRR Mailoder exclusive), 450 x transparent blood-red vinyl + 400 x
black vinyl, gatefold cover, bonus DVD "Live New York 1981"
This is a Black Vinyl Copy
RIOT - Archives Volume 1: 1976-1981 DLP (NEW*LIM.450 RED VINYL + DVD*US METAL CLASSIC) – 24 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Brandnew Vinyl ltd 1000, 150 x silver vinyl (HRR Mailoder exclusive), 450 x transparent blood-red vinyl + 400 x
black vinyl, gatefold cover, bonus DVD "Live New York 1981"
This is a RED Vinyl Copy
ROAD WARRIOR - Power (LIM.350 BLACK V.*AUS POWER METAL*DUNGEON*MAIDEN*BLACKKOUT*M.CHURCH) – 18 €
Gates of Hell Records / Cruz Del Sur 2018 - Limited Edition of 350 copies in BLACK VINYL + Insert
Brandnew Debut Album from Australian heavy/power Metal Warriors "ROAD WARRIOR" !
For Fans of early Iron Maiden, Dungeon, Running Wild, METAL CHURCH, BLACKKOUT, SAVATAGE, JUDAS PRIEST, LOUDNESS, RIOT, TWISTED
SISTER and HEXX.
Hailing from South Australia, Road Warrior effectively recreate a time when heavy metal was oblivious to trends. The bands eight-song
Power debut combines taut, muscular classic heavy metal compositions with an aesthetic that is unapologetic and utterly manly. Standing
tall and firm, chests puffed out, leather-clad women at their side, songs of machismo and bravado at their disposal, all the while surveying
the perilous field that is the global heavy metal scene is South Australias Road Warrior.
Their name, not surprisingly, was inspired by the popular Mad Max 2 movie (alternatively titled as The Road Warrior) that featured a young
Mel Gibson portraying a hardened but humane Main Force Patrol officer who tries to uphold the law in dystopic Australia. Road Warrior
soon caught the eye of Gates Of Hell Records after the release of their 2016 Ignition demo, prompting the two parties to put pen to paper
for the release of the bands first-ever full-length album, Power, which is due October 5.
Featuring bassist/vocalist Denimal Blake, guitarist Overdryve and drummer Villon, Road Warrior was created out of necessity by Blake, a
man who would be the first to tell you, Heavy metal is in my blood and cannot be denied. Blake, who is also known for his work in
black/death metallers Cauldron Black Ram and avant-garde outfit StarGazer, has quenched his thirst for classic heavy metal in Road
Warrior, compiling eight muscular, taut, mid-tempo numbers on Power. The album recorded at Against the Grain Studios in Adelaide, South
Australia with Andy Kite at the helm works in songs that are that are perfunctory and without filler, recalling the steely anthems of METAL
CHURCH, BLACKKOUT, early IRON MAIDEN, SAVATAGE, JUDAS PRIEST, LOUDNESS, RIOT, TWISTED SISTER and HEXX.
Blake and his Road Warrior bandmates find no topic to be taboo, reveling in lyrical topics that detail sex, historical conspiracy, pre-diluvial
civilization and for extra measure, hotter sex. Citing maximal testosterone as the ultimate separator between themselves and the
traditional heavy metal pack, Road Warrior are an unabashed throwback to a time when metal skirted conventional and politically correct
norms. The title of Power says it all - this is Road Warriors statement of intent.
SACRAL RAGE - Beyond Celestial Echoes (NEW*LIM.300 BLUE VINYL*PRE-ORDER: 19.10.*TECH/THRASH KILLER) – 20 €
Cruz Del Sur 2018 - Brandnew Limited blue vinyl, insert, ltd 300, A5 booklet, download code
Fantastic 2nd full length from Greece with US-style Heavy/Speed/Thrash Metal - after their awesome Debut EP " Deadly Bits Of Iron
Fragments" and their Masterpiece "Illusions..." on out Label Underground Power Records !
Killer technical Axework, great Breaks + double Leads, heavy riffs, Speed Metal + high pitched Vocals in the vein of James Rivera, Jason
McMaster or Alan Tecchio - this is a must have !
For Fans of Watchtower, Arcane, Realm, King Diamond, Helstar, Iron Maiden, Annihilator, Steel Prophet, Hades, Vicious Rumors, Toxik, Jag
Panzer
SACRAL RAGE - Beyond Celestial Echoes (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK VINYL*PRE-ORDER: 19.10.*TECH/THRASH KILLER) – 19 €
Cruz Del Sur 2018 - Brandnew Limited Black vinyl, insert, ltd 300, A5 booklet, download code
Fantastic 2nd full length from Greece with US-style Heavy/Speed/Thrash Metal - after their awesome Debut EP " Deadly Bits Of Iron
Fragments" and their Masterpiece "Illusions..." on out Label Underground Power Records !
Killer technical Axework, great Breaks + double Leads, heavy riffs, Speed Metal + high pitched Vocals in the vein of James Rivera, Jason
McMaster or Alan Tecchio - this is a must have !
For Fans of Watchtower, Arcane, Realm, King Diamond, Helstar, Iron Maiden, Annihilator, Steel Prophet, Hades, Vicious Rumors, Toxik, Jag
Panzer
SADISTIC INTENT - Impending Doom Before the Conflict DLP (NEW*LIM.250 WHITE V.*US DEATH METAL DEMOS+EP) – 29 €
Reek of Death Records 2018 - US Direct Import !Limited Edition DLP to 250 Clear Vinyl or 250 White Vinyl with Gatefold cover. Killer US
Death / Black / Doom Metal History for Fans of Death, Obituary, Morbid Angel, Possessed, Death Strike, Master, Mantas
This is the first half of there carrer, including in there entire recordings of there 'Conflict Within' Demo, "Impending Doom' mini-lp, 'A calm
before the Storm' EP, 'Eternal Darkness' EP as well as bonus tracks there Slayer cover song and Celtic Frost cover and an unreleased very
good sounding live recording of 'Numbered with the Dead'
SATAN - Cruel Magic (NEW*LIM.BOXSET*#1 DEAF FOREVER*GOLD LP+CD+BONUSCD+FLAG) – 52 €
Metal Blade Records 2018 - Limited box set, dead gold marbled vinyl, bonus LP, digipak CD, bonus CD, flag, backpatch, art prints, photo
card, numbered certificate
#1 in Deaf Forever 25, 9 from 10 Points by Götz Kühnemund !
10 / 10 at Powermetal.de
Killer Heavy Metal / NWOBHM with the mighty Brian Ross on Vocals !
SATAN - Cruel Magic LP (NEW*LIM.180gr. BLACK V.*NWOBHM*#1 DEAF FOREVER) – 18 €
Metal Blade Records 2018 - Limited 180g black vinyl
#1 in Deaf Forever 25, 9 from 10 Points by Götz Kühnemund !

10 / 10 at Powermetal.de
Killer Heay Metal / NWOBHM with the mighty Brian Ross on Vocals !
SATAN - Cruel Magic (NEW*LIM.300 RED/ BLACK MARBLED V.*NWOBHM*#1 DEAF FOREVER) – 19 €
Metal Blade Records 2018 - Limited red/ black marbled vinyl, ltd 300
#1 in Deaf Forever 25, 9 from 10 Points by Götz Kühnemund !
10 / 10 at Powermetal.de
Killer Heavy Metal / NWOBHM with the mighty Brian Ross on Vocals !
SAVAGE MACHINE - Abandon Earth (NEW*LIM. BLACK V.*DK HEAVY/POWER METAL*ICED EARTH*METAL CHURCH) – 24 €
DK Private Press 2018 - Brandnew follow up Album from Denmarks Metal Elite again with the finest in Heavy / Power Metal at all !
Limited Edition in Black Vinyl, Gatefold Cover + Download Card
For Fans of Iron Maiden, Iced Earth, Metal Church, Demons + Wizards, Scanner
SIEGE OF POWER - Warning Blast (NEW*LIM. 200 SLATE BLUE MARBLED*ASPHYX*AUTOPSY) – 20 €
Metal Blade Records 2018- Brandnew limited slate blue marbled vinyl, ltd 200, Poster – Downloadcard, Hand numbered
New Death Metal band feat. Chris Reifert (Autopsy) on vocals and members of Asphyx and Hail Of Bullets!
SOURCE - same (LIM.200 BLACK V.*SWE HEAVY METAL*RAM+PORTRAIT MEMBERS*MERCYFUL FATE) – 16 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Brandnew Killer Heavy Metal from Sweden ! Incl. Richard Lagergren, Patrick Dagland, Portrait and Oscar
Carlquist, the voice of Ram.
Lim. 200 Black Vinyl + Insert !
For Fans of early Mercyful Fate, Diamond Head, Angel Witch, RAM, Portrait
SOURCE - same (LIM.300 SILVER*SWE HEAVY METAL*RAM+PORTRAIT MEMBERS*MERCYFUL FATE) – 17 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Brandnew Killer Heavy Metal from Sweden ! Incl. Richard Lagergren, Patrick Dagland, Portrait and Oscar
Carlquist, the voice of Ram.
Lim. 300 Silver Vinyl + Insert !
For Fans of early Mercyful Fate, Diamond Head, Angel Witch, RAM, Portrait
STONEWITCH - The Midnight Tales (NEW*LIM.250 BLACK V.*ANGEL WITCH*TOKYO BLADE*MAIDEN*RAINBOW) – 18 €
Armee De La Mort Records 2018 - Brandnew killer traditional Heavy Metal / NWOBHM / Doom Metal influences from FRANCE
Limited Edition of 250 copies only on Black Vinyl, Gatefold Cover !
For Fans of: IRON MAIDEN, ANGEL WITCH, PRAYING MANTIS, TOKYO BLADE, SCORPIONS, RAINBOW, ETHEL THE FROG, BLACK SABBATH,
WITCHFINDER GENERAL
STONEWITCH "The Midnight Tales" (Pictavia): Hailing from Angoulême, STONEWITCH offers a masterful second album. The band delivers a
personal kind of Heavy Metal, incluenced by the NWOBHM. Hard Rock from the seventies, without denying Doom Metal roots.

TEXAS METAL OUTLAWS - Same (NEW*LIM.100 SPLATTER VINYL*US METAL*SA SLAYER*SYRUS*MILITIA*WATCHTOWER) – 26
€
Texas Metal Underground Records 2018 - Brandnew Texas Metal All Star Project !
Limited Edition in Orange Splatter Vinyl + Insert - only 100 copies worldwide ! Incl. Exclusive Vinyl Bonus Track !
TEXAS METAL OUTLAWS is an all-star project that keeps one foot in the past while making a huge leap into the future of killer
Texas metal. Four years in the making, Texas Metal Outlaws features a stable of musicians instantly familiar to any true fan of
the classic Texas scene.
Masterminded by Ignitor/Witches Mark guitarist Robert Williams, the full-length LP features performances by Jason
McMaster (WatchTower, Dangerous Toys, Broken Teeth), Mike Soliz (Militia, Assalant), Stuart Laurence (Ignitor, Agony
Column), Donnie Van Stavern (S.A. Slayer, Riot), James Rivera (Helstar), Larry Barragan (Helstar), Al Berlanga (Syrus), Mark
Zamarron (Las Cruces), Felix Griffin (D.R.I.), and a host of other surprises.
Jason McMaster (WATCHTOWER, DANGEROUS TOYS, BROKEN TEETH, IGNITOR, EVIL UNITED) Stuart Laurence (AGONY
COLUMN, IGNITOR) Donnie Van Stavern (S.A. SLAYER, RIOT, PITBULL DAYCARE) Felix Griffin (D.R.I. , BAT) Robb Bockman
(WITCHES MARK, UADA) Scott Palmer (WITCHES MARK, BYFIST, DEMONTUARY) Carlos Zema (IMMORTAL GUARDIAN,
VOUGAN, HEAVEN'S GUARDIAN, OUTWORLD, DAVID SHANKLE GROUP) Billy Dansfiell (AGONY COLUMN, IGNITOR, E.K.U.,
ZERO PERCENT) Ross The Boss Friedman (MANOWAR, DEATH DEALER, ROSS THE BOSS BAND, THE DICTATORS) Cody Gilliland
(IMMORTAL GUARDIAN) Richie Turner (AGONY COLUMN) Chris Alaniz (AGONY COLUMN, CHEETAH CHROME) Mike Soliz
(MILITIA, ASSALANT, OBLIVION KNIGHT) Mark Zammaron (ODOMETER, LAS CRUCES, WICKED ANGEL, PASSAGE TEMPLE) Pat
Doyle (IGNITOR, THE OFFENDERS) Michael Paul Toupin (RAGING SAINT, FORCE OF RAGE) Al Berlanga (SYRUS) Stan Martinez
(TARGET 7, SOCIAL SLUT) James Rivera (HELSTAR, DISTANT THUNDER, DESTINY'S END, SEVEN WITCHES, MALICE, FLOTSAM
AND JETSAM, AGENT STEEL, SHADOWKEEP) Larry Barragan (HELSTAR, ETERNITY BLACK, SANTA OSCURIDAD) Stony Grantham
(SHADOWKEEP, BYFIST) Brendon Bigelow (IGNITOR, DEATH OF MILLIONS) Logan Orlando Perez (AGAINST THE PLAGUES, VEX,
WHORE OF BABYLON) Robert Williams (IGNITOR, Witches Mark)
TEXAS METAL OUTLAWS - Same (NEW*LIM.150 ORANGE VINYL*US METAL*SA SLAYER*SYRUS*MILITIA*WATCHTOWER) – 24
€
Texas Metal Underground Records 2018 - Brandnew Texas Metal All Star Project !
Limited Edition in Orange Vinyl + Insert - only 150 copies worldwide ! Incl. Exclusive Vinyl Bonus Track !

TEXAS METAL OUTLAWS is an all-star project that keeps one foot in the past while making a huge leap into the future of killer
Texas metal. Four years in the making, Texas Metal Outlaws features a stable of musicians instantly familiar to any true fan of
the classic Texas scene.
Masterminded by Ignitor/Witches Mark guitarist Robert Williams, the full-length LP features performances by Jason
McMaster (WatchTower, Dangerous Toys, Broken Teeth), Mike Soliz (Militia, Assalant), Stuart Laurence (Ignitor, Agony
Column), Donnie Van Stavern (S.A. Slayer, Riot), James Rivera (Helstar), Larry Barragan (Helstar), Al Berlanga (Syrus), Mark
Zamarron (Las Cruces), Felix Griffin (D.R.I.), and a host of other surprises.
Jason McMaster (WATCHTOWER, DANGEROUS TOYS, BROKEN TEETH, IGNITOR, EVIL UNITED) Stuart Laurence (AGONY
COLUMN, IGNITOR) Donnie Van Stavern (S.A. SLAYER, RIOT, PITBULL DAYCARE) Felix Griffin (D.R.I. , BAT) Robb Bockman
(WITCHES MARK, UADA) Scott Palmer (WITCHES MARK, BYFIST, DEMONTUARY) Carlos Zema (IMMORTAL GUARDIAN,
VOUGAN, HEAVEN'S GUARDIAN, OUTWORLD, DAVID SHANKLE GROUP) Billy Dansfiell (AGONY COLUMN, IGNITOR, E.K.U.,
ZERO PERCENT) Ross The Boss Friedman (MANOWAR, DEATH DEALER, ROSS THE BOSS BAND, THE DICTATORS) Cody Gilliland
(IMMORTAL GUARDIAN) Richie Turner (AGONY COLUMN) Chris Alaniz (AGONY COLUMN, CHEETAH CHROME) Mike Soliz
(MILITIA, ASSALANT, OBLIVION KNIGHT) Mark Zammaron (ODOMETER, LAS CRUCES, WICKED ANGEL, PASSAGE TEMPLE) Pat
Doyle (IGNITOR, THE OFFENDERS) Michael Paul Toupin (RAGING SAINT, FORCE OF RAGE) Al Berlanga (SYRUS) Stan Martinez
(TARGET 7, SOCIAL SLUT) James Rivera (HELSTAR, DISTANT THUNDER, DESTINY'S END, SEVEN WITCHES, MALICE, FLOTSAM
AND JETSAM, AGENT STEEL, SHADOWKEEP) Larry Barragan (HELSTAR, ETERNITY BLACK, SANTA OSCURIDAD) Stony Grantham
(SHADOWKEEP, BYFIST) Brendon Bigelow (IGNITOR, DEATH OF MILLIONS) Logan Orlando Perez (AGAINST THE PLAGUES, VEX,
WHORE OF BABYLON) Robert Williams (IGNITOR, Witches Mark)
TIR - Demo 1984 - 7" (NEW*ITA HEAVY METAL '84*NWOBHM WORSHIP CLASSIC*TRESPASS) – 9 €
ACE Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 350 copies in Black Vinyl
TIR’s 1984 demo tape was unearthed and resurrected on 7” vinyl EP !
Italian Heavy Metal band TIR burst out of Rome’s underground in 1980.
Their impressive live shows featured walls of Marshalls, fire numbers and live snakes on stage.
In 1985 “Amsterdam”, was included in the compilation LP Metallo Italia
Throughout the years TIR never compromised, maintaining their classic metal approach. Both musically, with their traditional NWOBHMinspired sound. And visually, as if time had never passed.
In an age where many sound old school, TIR is the real deal. Check them out and spread the word!
THE SKULL - The Endless Road Turns Dark (NEW*LIM.GRAY/BLACK SPLATTER*US DOOM*TROUBLE) – 19 €
Tee Pee Records 2018 - Brandnew US DOOM Metal Killer for Fans of Trouble, Trouble, Trouble and some Black Sabbath/Cathedral !
LIMITED EDITION GRAY VINYL WITH BLACK SPLATTER, Gatefold Cover, printed Innersleeves !
Former TROUBLE members Eric Wagner (vocals) and Ron Holzner (bass) at the forefront alongside guitarist Lothar Keller (Sacred Dawn) and
a rotating cast of others that has included members of Pentagram, Carousel and plenty more.
That the current recording incarnation of The Skull features guitarist Rob Wrong (also Witch Mountain) and drummer Brian Dixon (exCathedral) only makes them all the more of a supergroup
For Those Which are Asleep may have established The Skull as a unit separate from Trouble, but The Endless Road Turns Dark is where they
forge a history of their own that, if we’re lucky, they’ll continue to build upon. It is nothing less than the work of masters.
THE SPIRIT - Sounds from the Vortex (NEW*BLACK VINYL*MELODIC DEATH METAL*DISSECTION) – 18 €
Nuclear Blast Records 2018 - Brandnew GER melodic Black Death Metal, Black Vinyl
For Fans of Dissection, Unanimated, early In Flames
TYGERS OF PAN TANG - First Kill (NEW*LIM.150 BLACK V.*NWOBHM CLASSIC DEMOS) – 18 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Brandnew Vinyl Edition - ltd 350, 150 x black + 200 x transparent ultra clear vinyl, 2 inserts
This is a Black Vinyl Edition !
Along with Iron Maiden, Saxon, Def Leppard and Diamond Head Whitley Bay’s Tygers Of Pan Tang belonged to the Top 5 of the New Wave
Of British Heavy Metal. The Tygers developed from a punk outfit called Trick, formed by guitarist Robb Weir in 1976. With Jess Cox on
vocals, Rocky on bass and Brian Dick on drums, the Tygers Of Pan Tang found their first stable line up in 1978, fighting their way to the
forefront of the NWOBHM.
Before issuing their highly regarded debut album »Wild Cat« in 1980, the band had recorded a selection of demos. Those demos were
issued in 1986 under the name of »First Kill« containing early versions of classics such as “Slave To Freedom”, “Euthanasia” and “Don’t Take
Nothing” as well as some unreleased gems (“Angel”, “The Final Answer” and “Shakespeare Road”). The original liner notes said: “These
songs were recorded in 1979/80. They were done in a live studio situation with no overdubs. Raw and exciting they capture the true sound
and feel behind the original Tygers Of Pan Tang.” With “Small Town Flirt” the compilation also included a track by Tyger Tyger, Robb Weir’s
and Jess Cox’s rather unsuccessful post-Tygers Of Pan Tang venture.
»First Kill« was originally released in 1986 on Neat Records in the United Kingdom and Roadrunner Records in mainland Europe. The album
has been out of print for more than 30 years and is being made available again on glorious vinyl through High Roller Records.
TYGERS OF PAN TANG - First Kill (NEW*LIM.200 CLEAR V.*NWOBHM CLASSIC DEMOS) – 18 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Brandnew Vinyl Edition - ltd 350, 150 x black + 200 x transparent ultra clear vinyl, 2 inserts
This is a CLEAR Vinyl Edition !
Along with Iron Maiden, Saxon, Def Leppard and Diamond Head Whitley Bay’s Tygers Of Pan Tang belonged to the Top 5 of the New Wave
Of British Heavy Metal. The Tygers developed from a punk outfit called Trick, formed by guitarist Robb Weir in 1976. With Jess Cox on
vocals, Rocky on bass and Brian Dick on drums, the Tygers Of Pan Tang found their first stable line up in 1978, fighting their way to the
forefront of the NWOBHM.

Before issuing their highly regarded debut album »Wild Cat« in 1980, the band had recorded a selection of demos. Those demos were
issued in 1986 under the name of »First Kill« containing early versions of classics such as “Slave To Freedom”, “Euthanasia” and “Don’t Take
Nothing” as well as some unreleased gems (“Angel”, “The Final Answer” and “Shakespeare Road”). The original liner notes said: “These
songs were recorded in 1979/80. They were done in a live studio situation with no overdubs. Raw and exciting they capture the true sound
and feel behind the original Tygers Of Pan Tang.” With “Small Town Flirt” the compilation also included a track by Tyger Tyger, Robb Weir’s
and Jess Cox’s rather unsuccessful post-Tygers Of Pan Tang venture.
»First Kill« was originally released in 1986 on Neat Records in the United Kingdom and Roadrunner Records in mainland Europe. The album
has been out of print for more than 30 years and is being made available again on glorious vinyl through High Roller Records.
VANDALLUS - Bad Disease (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK V.*US HARD ROCK*BUDGIE*TRIUMPH*SCORPIONS) – 18 €
Pure Steel Records 2018 - US Hard Rock/Heavy Metal, 2018 Album - Eternal Legacy + Dead Iron Members !
Limited Edition of 300 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert
For Fans of Scorpions or Budgie
VENIN - La Morsure Du Temps (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK V.*FRA HEAVY METAL*H-BOMB*SORTILEGE*KILLERS) – 18 €
Grumpy Mood Records 2018 - VENIN, the legendary French heavy metal squad with their new - in fact their debut - album entitled "La
Morsure Du Temps" !
Limited Edition of 350 copies in black vinyl, insert, poster, handnumbered
Fantastic FRA Heavy Metal for Fans of H-BOMB, Killers, ADX, Sortilege, Manigance
After the successful reissue of the same titled EP from 1987, VENIN, one of the most legendary French hard rock / heavy metal acts, decided
to take the high road and played bunch of reunion shows.
Jean-Marc Battini and his crew decided to strike the iron while it's hot, and wrote new material: full of energy, catchy and powerful
choruses, and many guitar duels. "La Morsure Du Tempts" includes 9 songs with French lyrics.
VIRGIN STEELE - Guardians Of The Flame (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK VINYL*US METAL CLASSIC) – 22 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Brandnew Deluxe vinyl versions comes with 2 cover sleeves (regular in slipcase) and insert - Limited Edition of
400 copies in Black Vinyl !
VIRGIN STEELE - Guardians Of The Flame (NEW*LIM.100 RED VINYL*US METAL CLASSIC) – 25 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Brandnew Deluxe vinyl versions comes with 2 cover sleeves (regular in slipcase) and insert - Limited Edition of
100 copies in RED Vinyl !
VIRGIN STEELE - Guardians Of The Flame (LTD. 200 COP.BOX*SPLATTER VINYL*CD, T-SHIRT & PATCH) – 85 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - deluxe box set edition, limited to 200 hand numbered copies including:
- Deluxe vinyl edition with 2 sleeve covers (regular in a slipcase) in exclusive red/black splatter
- CD edition
- Exclusive t-shirt
- Exclusive patch
VIRGIN STEELE - Virgin Steele I (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK VINYL*US EPIC METAL CLASSIC) – 22 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Brandnew Deluxe vinyl versions comes with 2 cover sleeves (regular in slipcase) and insert. Lim. Black Vinyl 400 copies !
VIRGIN STEELE - Virgin Steele I (NEW*LIM.100 RED VINYL*US EPIC METAL CLASSIC) – 25 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Brandnew Deluxe vinyl versions comes with 2 cover sleeves (regular in slipcase) and insert. Lim. RED Vinyl - 100
copies !
VIRGIN STEELE - SAME (LTD 200 COPIES BOX*SPLATTER VINYL W/2-COVER SLEEVES, CD, T-SHIRT & PATCH) – 85 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Brandnew deluxe box set edition, limited to 200 hand numbered copies including:
- Deluxe vinyl edition with 2 sleeve covers (regular in a slipcase) in exclusive red/black splatter
- CD edition
- Exclusive t-shirt
- Exclusive patch
VOIVOD – Always Moving 7” (NEW*BLACK VINYL*CAN PROG THRASH METAL) – 9 €
Century Media 2018 - Brandnew Prog/Thrash Metal Masterpiece from the Masters from Canada ! Preceding the release of VOIVOD’s 14th
studio album “The Wake“, here is a collectable 7“ EP in a total pressing of 500x black vinyl with the album’s single “Always Moving“ and a
live version of “Order Of The Blackguards“ recorded at the 2018 edition of the 70000 Tons Of Metal cruise. Forever forward, always
moving!!!
VOIVOD - The Wake (NEW*CAN PROG/THRASH METAL*LIM. DLP BLACK VINYL + POSTER) – 22 €
Century Media 2018 - Brandnew Prog/Thrash Metal Masterpiece from the Masters from Canada ! Ltd. 2CD Mediabook & sticker-set
The Wake’ is the fourteenth studio album for the band and first full-length release with bassist Dominique Laroche (“Rocky”). Rocky and
guitarist Daniel Mongrain (“Chewy”) planted the seeds for the new music which germinated under the combine forces of vocalist Denis
Bélanger (“Snake”) and drummer Michel Langevin (“Away”).
VULTURES VENGEANCE - Lyrids 7" (NEW*350 BLACK VINYL*ITA HEAVY METAL*US METAL STYLE) – 9 €
Gates of Hell Records - Limited Edition of 350 copies in black vinyl + Insert
ITA Heavy Metal in the vein of the early US Metal Heroes !
RECOMMENDED FOR FANS OF CIRITH UNGOL, EARLY OMEN,EARLY STEEL ASSASSIN AND EARLY LIEGE LORD.

W.A.S.P. - Scream PICTURE SHAPE (NEW*LIM.500 PICTURE SHAPE*NOTVD) – 25 €
Night Of The Vinyl Dead 2018 - Brannew limited and hand-numbered to 500 pieces – awesome looking Shape !
Hurry up - this collectors item will be sold out soon !!
WATAIN - Casus Luciferi (NEW*LIM.500 CLEAR/BLACK MARBLED DLP*BLACK METAL*DISSECTION) – 22 €
Season of Mist Records 2018 - Clear and black marbled double vinyl in gatefold sleeve. Limited to 500 copies worldwide – originally released
in 2003
SWE Black Metal Masters for Fans of Emperor, Mayhem, Dissection and Marduk
WATAIN - Rabid Death's Curse (NEW*LIM.200 BLACK VINYL DLP*SWE BLACK METAL*DISSECTION) – 29 €2
Season of Mist Records 2018 - Third pressing of the black double vinyl edition. 200 copies worldwide. Their Debut Album from 2000
SWE Black Metal Masters for Fans of Emperor, Mayhem, Dissection and Marduk
WATAIN - Lawless Darkness (NEW*LIM.300 GOLD VINYL DLP*BLACK METAL*DISSECTION*EMPEROR) – 22 €
Season of Mist Records 2018 - Golden double vinyl LTD to 300 copies worldwide – originally released in 2003
SWE Black Metal Masters for Fans of Emperor, Mayhem, Dissection and Marduk
WATAIN - Sworn To The Dark (NEW*LIM.300 CLEAR VINYL DLP*BLACK METAL*DISSECTION*EMPEROR) – 22 €
Season of Mist Records 2018 - Crystal clear double vinyl LTD to 300 copies worldwide. Originally released 2007
SWE Black Metal Masters for Fans of Emperor, Mayhem, Dissection and Marduk
WEAPON UK - Rising From The Ashes (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK VINYL*NWOBHM COMEBACK) – 18 €
Pure Steel Records 2018 - NWoBHM, 2018 Rerelease, lim. to 300 black copies, with 2 Bonustrack, insert,
Brandnew Rerelease of their 2014er Comeback Album + Bonus Tracks - classic NWOBHM again !
Weapon was active in 1980, got a deal from Virgin, had a double A side single released featuring 'Mad Mad World' and 'Set The Stage
Alight' !

BACK IN STOCK VINYL
SOLSTAFIR – Svartir Sandar (NEW*LIM.BLACK VINYL DLP*EPIC/VIKING/PROG METAL MASTERPIECE) – 24 €
Season of Mist Records Records 2011 – Limited Edition in Black Vinyl + Gatefold Cover
The Masterpiece of Nordic Epic/Prog/Viking Metal !
Rock Hard: 8,5 from 10 Points – Album of the month in Metal Hammer

TAPES
VISIGOTH - Conqueror's Oath (NEW*LIM.50 SILVER TAPE*US EPIC METAL KILLER*E.CHAMPION*A.KODEX*OMEN) – 12 €
Metal Blade Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 50 Silver Tapes !
US Epic Metal Killer and for sure one oft he best traditional Metal Albums of the year 2018 !
After their great Underground-breaking Debut EP "Final Spell" in 2010, their fantastic Debut "The Revenant King" in 2015 and their
powerful Live Performance at the Keep It True Festival 2017 VISIGOTH is back with a bang !
Awesome Epic Hymns, razorsharp Riffs, melodic and melancholic Guitar Solos and a great Voice similar to Tony Taylor (EX - TTD, RIP) Check out the great reviews worldwide !
For Fans of Eternal Champion, Omen, Atlantean Kodex, Iron Maiden, early Manowar, Grand Magus, Cirith Ungol, Brocas Helm, Manilla
Road, Twisted Tower Dire
VISIGOTH - The Revenant King (NEW*LIM.50 GOLD TAPE*US METAL KILLER*OMEN*SLOUGH FEG*ARGUS) – 12 €
Witchcraft Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 50 copies Tapes in GOLD Vinyl !
Killer US Metal Debut after their great EP "Final Spell" from 2010 !
VISIGOTH is a young US band formed in 2010 in Salt Lake City. Claiming influences from Dio, Omen, Twisted Tower Dire and Atlantean
Kodex, they have raised quite an interest in the metal community with their traditional, epic-tinged, no-frills heavy metal.
For Fans of Omen, Argus, Slough Feg, Savatage, Judas Priest, old Manowar, Atlantean Kodex, Twisted Tower Dire, Manilla Road
WITCHTOWER - Hammer of Witches (NEW*LIM.50 RED TAPE*NWOBHM*NIGHT DEMON*D.HEAD) – 10 €
Witchcraft Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 50 RED Tapes
After their great Debut EP " WITCHTOWER - Return to the Witches' Castle" and their fantastic full length Debut - this is their awesome new
album - from the Masters of NWOBHM sounding Heavy Metal from Spain - and its a big step forward !
Totally killer NWOBHM worship !Fantastic guitar Work like old Saxon/Jaguar/Diamond Head or Iron Maiden in the Dianno years, melodic
hooks, full of Power - this is the new Force !
For Fans of Iron Curtain, Hitten, Diamond Head, Savage, Satan, Night Demon, Iron Maiden, Saxon, Blitzkrieg, Tygers of Pan Tang, Praying
Mantis
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ACHTUNG: Wenn ihr unseren Newsletter künftig nicht mehr erhalten möchtet, dann bitte auf diese Email rückantworten mit dem Vermerk
"Bitte aus Email - Verteiler löschen" !
ATTENTION: If you no longer wish to receive our newsletter in the future, please reply to this email with the note "Please delete from email
- mailing list"!

